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What is a Business Plan?
A business plan serves two broad, primary functions. First, it provides specific information to those
(e.g., prospective investors) not familiar with the proposed or existing business, including its goals and
the management strategy and financial and other resources necessary to attain those goals. For outside
individuals, it is imperative that the business plan offers a clear rationale for why the goals represent a
good investment and why the strategy for achieving those goals is the best one possible. Second, a
business plan provides internal guidance to those who are active in the operation of the business,
allowing all individuals to understand where the business is headed and the means by which it will get
there. The plan helps keep the business from drifting away from its goals and key actions through
careful articulation of a strategy.
In the context of the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation’s conservation efforts, business plans
represent the strategies necessary to meet the goals of Keystone and other initiatives. At its core, each
business plan emphasizes the type(s) and magnitude of the impacts (benefits) that will be realized
through the program, the monetary costs involved, and the potential obstacles (risks) to achieving those
gains. Readers of the business plan must be able to see the strength of the relationship between the
activities identified within the strategy and the anticipated outcomes. Investors also must be able to see
their investment as being integral to achievement of those outcomes.
This seabird business plan outlines a series of strategic approaches for the recovery of ten focal
imperiled species in four broad geographic regions of the Pacific Ocean, species that nest on oceanic
islands and coastal rock cliffs and that spend the majority of their life cycle at sea. Because the threats
facing the 350 or more seabirds worldwide are often similar, the entire suite of focal species is included
together in a single business plan. The geographic, life history, and threat factors vary enough, however,
that the actions are discussed separately in different geographic sections.
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NFWF Seabird Keystone Initiative Overview
The concept of Keystone Initiatives was envisioned by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF)
in 2008 as a structured means by which highly directed and cost-effective investments could be made
towards conservation issues of high national significance. Most importantly, the business model that
drove the Keystone concept was one that anticipated generation of meaningful and measureable
outcomes that directly and significantly enhanced the viability of populations of imperiled species over a
relatively short period of time (often about 10 years). Strategies, actions, costs, and risks associated
with Keystone Initiatives were to be detailed in individual business plans for each initiative.
The Seabird Keystone Initiative was one of more than a dozen initiatives approved for implementation
by the NFWF Board of Directors in 2009. The original Seabird Keystone business plan identified eight
species across five main geographies on which to focus NFWF investments: Laysan Albatross and BlackFooted albatross (Hawaiian Islands and North Pacific); Pink-Footed Shearwater (Chilean Islands); RedBilled Tropicbird, White-tailed Tropicbird, Bridled Tern, Audubon’s Shearwater, and Black-capped Petrel
(Caribbean); and North Pacific alcids (Aleutian Islands of Alaska; species not identified in original
business plan). The general goal for each for these species was to reverse known population declines
and set those species’ populations on trajectories that would ensure long-term viability.
In 2011, through the generosity of a private donor, NFWF was able to make a major, expanded
commitment to the Pacific portion of this business plan. All Pacific components of the original business
plan were examined for viability and an exhaustive examination was made in search of other Pacific
seabird investment opportunities. The “new” Pacific portion of the Seabird Keystone Initiative was
developed over 2011-2012 and is now being managed as its own entity, the Pacific Seabird Program, but
still under the umbrella of the Seabird Keystone Initiative. Between 2009-2011 and prior to creation of
the Pacific Seabird Program, the Seabird Keystone Initiative had made five awards in support of Pacific
seabirds (totaling $1.22 million) and four awards in support of Caribbean seabirds (totaling $1.20
million).

Pacific Seabird Program Business Plan Overview
The following materials offer an overview of the key components of the Pacific Seabird Program, a
subset of the larger Seabird Keystone Initiative of the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. Developing
a credible, likely-to-succeed business plan for a suite of ten focal species and some additional 50 species
that range across millions of square miles of the remote Pacific Ocean; forage and nest within the
territorial waters of more than a dozen nations; and are subject to numerous complex, concurrent
threats are challenges that requires the input and collaboration of a mix of governments, nongovernmental organizations, and private entities. In some cases, it also requires some up-front
investment to better assess potential conservation opportunities.
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The Pacific Seabird Program business plan, presented here, describes seabird conservation opportunities
as a series of linked actions that offer promising outcomes for a suite of focal species, have a strong
partnership base that is prepared to offer matching contributions, and can be completed with
confidence in a relatively short amount of time. The conservation actions outlined in this business plan
will unfold over the next five to six years with a suite of activities that both complement and expand
upon early investments. Where appropriate, actions will build upon the outcomes and lessons learned
from some of the initial projects. The “adaptive” nature of this approach will allow us to learn from
prior investments and more effectively direct available funding to those geographies and issues that will
provide the greatest return on investment.
The Pacific Seabird Program business plan is underlain by a deep base of detailed information that
includes identification of key partners, site-specific implementation plans, potential funding sources,
and other components that help provide assurances of success. Because of the changing and uncertain
nature of species population dynamics, funding availability, partner capacity, environmental threats,
conservation opportunities, and other factors, business plans must be dynamic. Hence, new
information will be added to the business plan as necessary to integrate new information and address
new opportunities and changing conditions.
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Executive Summary
The National Fish and Wildlife Foundation’s Pacific Seabird Program will yield unprecedented gains in
the conservation status of ten nationally imperiled seabird species, and improve population conditions
for more than 50 additional seabird species in five large geographies across the Pacific Ocean. This
aggressive investment in seabirds by NFWF is already leveraging significant new funding for seabird
conservation in the Pacific.
Collectively between NFWF and partners, a total investment of at least $40 million over the next 5-6
years will notably improve the conservation status for dozens of seabirds and other endemic and
critically endangered island plants and animals. Key actions identified in the business plan will restore
focal seabird populations by reducing threats to both island breeding colonies and birds at sea.
The program includes a series of strategic actions necessary to reverse declining population trends by
increasing breeding success and survival rates and enhancing awareness and protective actions to
benefit seabirds. This plan expands upon the initial accomplishments and direction of the existing NFWF
Seabird Keystone Initiative and will focus on four, broad geographic locations in the Pacific: Alaska, the
California Current, Chilean Islands (used by birds of national interest) and Hawaiian Islands. In addition, a
limited initial investment will be made on United States lands and territories in the Western/Central
Pacific to increase much-needed understanding of threats and seabird resources; this region will not be
initially treated as a focal geography.
The strategies will focus on mitigating impacts to the most imperiled species (e.g., seabird species
protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, U.S. Endangered Species Act, or listed as vulnerable,
endangered or critically endangered under the International Union for the Conservation of Nature’s
[IUCN] Red List of Threatened Animals) and island systems supporting unique suites of declining seabirds
or are of importance to regional seabird populations.
The Pacific Seabird Program emphasizes six overarching strategies that address major threats to
seabirds in the Pacific:
•

Removal of non-native, invasive animals. Introduced and invasive animals alter fragile island
ecosystems through direct predation on seabirds and by destruction of breeding habitats.
PRIMARY ACTION: Remove invasive animals from smaller islands; erect fencing to protect
breeding seabirds and habitats on larger islands.

•

Removal of non-native, invasive plants (habitat restoration). Invasive plants degrade seabird
nesting habitat, reducing the number of young that can be produced at those sites. PRIMARY
ACTION: Remove invasive plants and restore native plant communities.

•

Reduce seabird by-catch. Seabird by-catch by commercial fisheries is a global problem, killing
hundreds of thousands of seabirds each year. PRIMARY ACTION: Support outreach, training,
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and research for the development and adoption of best practices and effective mitigation
measures in fisheries that inadvertently kill seabirds.
•

Capacity building (disturbance management & education). Human-caused mortality and
degradation of island habitats have direct and indirect deleterious impacts on nesting seabirds.
PRIMARY ACTION: Build community capacity to help sustain breeding seabird populations
through outreach and education programs that integrate cultural values and sensitivities with
seabird conservation needs.

•

Fill information gaps. The wide-ranging, pelagic nature of seabirds is a real challenge to fully
understanding and addressing conservation needs. For several highly imperiled species, lack of
information on the threats that potentially affect survival and breeding success is the most
imminent need for effective conservation. PRIMARY ACTION: Support targeted demographic
research that fills knowledge gaps and allows for development of sound conservation plans.

•

Protect seabird foraging locations and prey base. Seabirds are dependent on abundant and
available high quality prey (often small fish and marine invertebrates) to raise young and
maintain their own energetic needs. Loss of prey can have catastrophic effects on breeding
success and survival. PRIMARY ACTION: Support development of sound science and
management recommendations that seek to integrate seabird conservation into practical and
sustainable fisheries management.

Because many seabird species are impacted by more than one threat at a time, a diverse array of
strategies is necessary. Table 1 and Appendix 2 outline the ten focal species identified in the Pacific
Seabird Program and the strategies that will be used to secure the long-term viability of those species.
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Table 1. Priority seabirds under of the Pacific Seabird Program and the primary strategies that will be
used to deliver conservation outcomes for each. Only species that are of national or global conservation
significance are included here.

Conservation Strategies
Species
Ashy Storm-Petrel
Black-footed Albatross
Hawaiian Petrel
Kittlitz’s Murrelet
Laysan Albatross
Newell’s Shearwater
Pink-footed Shearwater
Red-legged Kittiwake
Townsend’s Shearwater
Xantus’s Murrelet 1
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Overall, the anticipated outcomes of the Pacific Seabird Program include: the removal of non-native
invasive species from 10 islands; the removal of avian predators from two islands; enclosing more than
600 acres of seabird breeding habitat with predator-proof fencing; restoration of more than 1,000 acres
of seabird breeding habitat through invasive plant removal and planting native vegetation; permanent
protection of 200 acres of seabird breeding habitat; development of mitigation techniques for six or
more fisheries with documented seabird bycatch; improved management of forage in the California
Current; increased community capacity for seabird conservation in two focal geographies and
completion of more than a dozen research projects to benefit seabird conservation.

1

Synthliboramphus hypoleucus formerly Xantus’s Murrelet was split into two species in July 2012. S. hypoleucus
was renamed Guadalupe Murrelet (the range extends from Guadalupe Island south to the San Benito Archipelago,
Mexico – however this species has also has been noted on Santa Barbara Island, California). The new species is S.
scrippsi (Scripps’s Murrelet; the range of extends from the Channel Islands, California to the San Benito
Archipelago, Mexico and overlaps with Guadalupe Murrelet). The species formerly recognized as Xantus’s Murrelet
was split based on DNA evidence, lack of inter-breeding on islands where the two species co-occurred, and
morphological differences. Updated population data are not available at this time. The Pacific Seabird Program
business plan includes conservation actions that will benefit both newly identified species. Until further data are
available, the conservation actions and outcomes described in the plan will be referenced to the former species
(Xantus’s Murrelet). The Business plan will be updated with new information as it becomes available.
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Conservation Need
The goal of the Pacific Seabird Program is to reverse population declines of a suite of high risk species by
increasing survival and reproductive success. The primary recognized long-term threats to seabird
population viability in the Pacific region include:
•
•
•
•
•

Diminished adult survival due to predation of breeding adults in colonies and the incidental
capture (by-catch) in Pacific fisheries
Degradation of nesting habitat by non-native, invasive animals and plants
Decline of forage base for breeding and non-breeding seabirds
Marine pollution and marine resource development (i.e. plastic debris, oil/gas exploration;
shipping, wind energy)
Climate change

More than 85 seabird species are regularly found in the eastern Pacific 2 and more than one-quarter of
those species face severe threats; 13 are listed on the IUCN “Red List” as critically endangered,
endangered or vulnerable. Nationally, five species are listed under the Endangered Species Act, 31 are
listed as “Red or Yellow” on the American Bird Conservancy/ National Audubon Society “Watch List” and
35 are listed as species that are “highly imperiled or high concern” in the Waterbird Conservation Plan
for the Americas. Without immediate action, risk of extinction for several species is very high. For
others, more than a century of predation, human disturbance, incidental capture in fisheries,
destruction of nesting habitat, oil spills, depletion of forage stocks, and other factors have drastically
reduced populations.
Still other species may face an uncertain future simply because resource managers know so little about
the dynamics of those populations, the threats that limit them, and the potential solutions to securing
those populations. This scenario almost certainly plays out in the eastern and western Pacific, where
the overseas footprint of the United States includes multiple islands for which baseline assessments of
seabird populations are needed to determine if future conservation actions are necessary. American
Samoa and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, for example, potentially support
significant seabird populations, including species of high conservation concern – yet little current threat
or population information exists for species in this region.
Seabirds have unique life histories that allow them to live comfortably at the interface of land, water
and air. Seabirds are a highly “K-selected” group – characterized by delayed maturity (often 4-7 years
before attempting to breed), low reproductive output (often only 1-2 eggs and nesting attempted at
irregular intervals), high parental care (young are dependent upon parents for 3-12 months), and high
adult survival. Seabirds usually forage well out at sea, far away from breeding colonies; disperse over
vast distances; and are both colonial and solitary breeders. While some threats have long been
recognized, the increasing scale and intensity of marine resource exploitation is contributing new
2

List collated from breeding records and pelagic reports – incidental occurrences were not included.
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threats. Consequently, a major challenge to effective seabird conservation is to mitigate humaninduced threats to seabirds at multiple temporal and spatial scales; in other words, to protect and
restore the habitats utilized by seabirds throughout the entire life cycle on both land and at sea.
The challenge in our understanding of seabirds is that the vast majority of data for seabirds is derived
from breeding colony studies (where most birds spend less than half of their lives). Many species are
well studied and the threats and limiting factors to breeding are largely understood. However, to
achieve effective seabird conservation, actions are necessary that integrate the needs of species at both
the breeding colony level and across the open ocean habitats utilized by these species. For some
species, an essential first step to conservation is to understand the at-sea movements, distribution,
threats, habitat and energetic requirements.
The business plan provides
expected conservation outcomes,
implementation plans, a risk
assessment and funding summary
for focal species in Alaska, the
California Current, Chile and
Hawaii. A brief summary of
seabird information gaps for U.S.
territories in the Western/Central
Pacific is presented. The
geographic regions were selected
as the focus of action because
these areas support significant
concentrations of seabirds,
include threatened and imperiled
species of national interest, have
identified threats and needs and
are recognized as significant bird
areas through the Important Bird
Area (IBA) program (Figure 1). The
actions proposed in this business
plan were derived from the
literature, existing species
conservation plans and detailed
input from an array of seabird
and marine resource experts. The
recommended strategies and
actions are meant to supplement
and fill shortcomings in current
conservation efforts. The

Figure 1. Four major regions that will be the focus of the
Pacific Seabird Initiative.

Figure 1. Four major regions that will be the focus of the Pacific
Seabird Initiative.
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expanded program builds upon the original NFWF Seabird Keystone Initiative business plan and the
investments that were made in support of it. The program will support actions that will result in
meaningful and measureable outcomes, including both direct habitat and species management actions,
as well as research that inform future conservation action. Strategies for mitigating impacts and filling
information gaps for seabirds in these geographic regions overlap extensively due to the inherent
ecological similarities among species; thus, the entire suite of seabirds (and potential focal species) that
occur in these regions are included together in a single business plan.

Focal Geographies 3
Alaskan Seabirds (Estimated NFWF investment = $2.2 million)
Alaska’s marine ecosystems support one of the world’s greatest concentrations of seabirds, with an
estimated 100 million individuals of more than 75 species either breeding on the state’s coastlines and
offshore islands or visiting Alaska’s waters during the non-breeding period. More than 50 million
seabirds -- 85% of the breeding seabirds in the United States -- nest in Alaska. Although progress has
been made over the past 50 years to mitigate key threats, species specific threats continue to impact
some seabird populations (Denlinger 2006).

Seabirds of the California Current (and adjacent Mexican Islands)
(Estimated NFWF investment = $5.1 million)
The California Current System is a large marine ecosystem, stretching from British Columbia to Baja
California. This system hosts an abundance and diversity of marine life including over 80 species of
breeding and migrating seabirds. As one of the world’s five eastern boundary current systems (boundary
currents are defined by the proximity of a coastline or continent), the mixing of warm and cold Pacific
waters in the California Current results in an extremely productive system. The region supports many
far-ranging species from the Southern Hemisphere, as well as major resident populations of seabirds
that breed along the North American coastline. The California Current supports a significant commercial
fishery essential to the coastal economies of western North America.

3

$19.5 million of investments are identified for the four focal geographies – the balance of the program (~$1
million) will be invested in a combination of investments for the Western/Central Pacific, a conservation measures
program that crosses multiple geographies and non-earmarked discretionary funds.
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Chilean Seabirds (Estimated NFWF investment = $3.1
million)
The Pink-footed Shearwater makes one of the most spectacular
annual migrations in the seabird world, from nesting colonies in
remote archipelagos of Chile to Alaskan and Canadian waters
(Figure 2). It is protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act,
listed as a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service “Bird of Conservation
Concern,” a “WatchList” species by National Audubon Society
and American Bird Conservancy, a species of “high concern” in
the Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas, “vulnerable”
by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature,
“threatened” by the Canadian government, and “endangered”
by the Chilean government. With fewer than 100,000 individuals
remaining in the world and with all breeding pairs concentrated
on three small islands off the coast of Chile, the Pink-footed
Shearwater certainly is threatened with extinction.

Figure 2. The annual range of
the Pink-footed Shearwater. It
nests only on three small islands
off the Chilean coast.

Hawaiian Seabirds (Estimated
NFWF investment = $9.3 million)
Hawaii, behind Alaska, is home to more
breeding seabirds than any other region in
the United States. Twenty–three species
nest in the Hawaiian chain (Figure 3) with
more than 5.5 million breeding pairs and
15 million individuals. Seven species (30%)
are listed as endangered, threatened or
vulnerable by IUCN, the U.S. Endangered
Species Act (ESA), or the Waterbird
Figure 3. Emphasis for seabird conservation will focus on
Conservation Plan for the Americas.
both the main Hawaiian Islands, as well as several of the
Persistent, severe threats to both
more remote Northwestern Hawaiian Islands.
breeding and foraging habitats, and
documented severe population declines,
underlie those designations. Hawaii has
been identified as the “endangered species capital of the world” with hundreds of endemic plants,
insects and vertebrates at risk of extinction due to centuries of human-related impacts. With two
endemic seabirds found nowhere else in the world and with several species having the vast majority of
the global population concentrated in Hawaii, significant and immediate conservation action is
necessary.
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Key Strategies
The Pacific Seabird Program will focus on six key strategies to increase adult survival and improve breeding success that will help lead to
sustainable population levels of some of the world’s most imperiled seabirds. The key strategies are derived from a logic framework (Figure 4)
as the best actions for mitigating direct threats and the factors that contribute to these threats. The logic framework illustrates a sequence of
relationships and the likely connections between threats that act on key life history parameters (survival and reproduction) that ultimately
impact the sustainability of populations.

Figure 4. Generalized logic framework for the Pacific Seabird Program.
A logic framework is a diagram of a set of relationships between certain factors believed to impact or lead to a conservation target (green). Logic frameworks
are typically composed of several chains of logic whose arrows are read as “if-then” statements to help better understand how threats (pink) and the factors
that create or drive those threats (orange) relate to limiting factors and other ecological stressors (blue) and, ultimately, to conservation target declines. Logic
frameworks are used to define the conservation problem, assess limiting factors, and prioritize key strategies (yellow).
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Key Strategy 1: Removal of
non-native, invasive
animals (Estimated NFWF

Seabird species
50
21

contribution = $10.6 million)
Mammals are typically brought to
remote islands by humans either
accidentally as stowaways on ships, or
deliberately for hunting, ranching, or
biological control of previously
introduced species (Harris 2009, Hilton
and Cuthbert 2010). Introduced and
invasive animals have the capacity to
alter fragile island ecosystems and can
have a multitude of direct and indirect
negative effects on seabirds (Burger
and Gochfeld 1994). Direct effects
include predation and disruption of
breeding activities. Indirect effects
include habitat transformation due to
overgrazing and major shifts in nutrient
cycling due to a halting of nutrient
input from seabird guano (Croll et al.
2005). Despite accelerating efforts to
remove introduced mammals from
remote islands, invasive, non-native
mammals are still present on roughly
80% of islands worldwide (AguirreMunoz et al. 2008).

Invasive
plants
15%

16

17

Bycatch Forage Fish
13%
12%

21
9

Capacity
Building/Dist
urbance
7%

Invasive
animals
37%
Information
Gaps
16%

Figure 5. (Top) The number of seabird species impacted by
each strategy of the business plan; (bottom) the proportion of
the total number of seabird species affected by each threat
within the Pacific Seabird Program.

Removal of invasive animals typically offers a rapid and impressive return on seabird conservation
investments. In more than 200 eradications of invasive predators worldwide where seabirds were the
principal beneficiary, approximately 75% resulted in a rapid increase in reproductive success, survival of
adults, or re-colonization by seabirds (Nogales et al. 2004, Howland et al. 2007). Removal of non-native
herbivores often results in the recovery of native plants, soil stabilization, and increased breeding
success of affected bird species. Building on NFWF’s past support of invasive animal removal efforts will
further engage key partners and seabird conservation leaders that have a proven track record of
successful eradication programs, including monitoring (assessing changes in populations or other
demographic parameters over time) and biosecurity (minimizing chances for re-colonization by nonnative species) components to ensure the protection and recovery of seabird populations into the
future.
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Key Strategy 2: Removal of non native, invasive plants (habitat
restoration) (Estimated NFWF contribution = $4.4 million)
Replacement of native plant communities by monotypic stands of invasive species creates an acute
disruption of ecosystem structure and function. For seabirds, these dense, monotypic stands degrade
breeding habitat and reduce reproductive success. Through the initiative, NFWF will pursue a threetiered approach to reducing invasive plant threats to seabird terrestrial habitats: (a) removal of target
species; (b) restoration of native plant communities; and (c) execution of bio-security and monitoring
plans to prevent reintroduction of invasive plants. The success of this approach will be anchored in the
partnerships that are developed and strong planning efforts of resource managers to conduct the
removal and prevent further infestations.

Key Strategy 3: Reduce seabird by-catch (Estimated NFWF contribution = $1.8
million)
The incidental capture of seabirds in fisheries is a serious, global issue. For example, seabird by-catch
rates in longline fisheries may exceed 160,000 individuals/year (Anderson et al. 2011). Further, in Pacific
demersal and pelagic longline fisheries, a minimum of 25,000 seabirds are killed annually, with ~60%
killed in pelagic longline tuna fleets (Anderson et al. 2011). Reviews of seabird by-catch have concluded
that reported levels are demographically unsustainable for impacted species (Tuck et al. 2001, Arnold et
al. 2006, Rivalan et al. 2010). However, truly quantifying the scale of the problem is a challenge due to
the lack of observer programs for most fleets, the sheer number of fisheries involved, the geographic
scale of the fisheries and the lack of widespread industry standards or government regulation for
quantifying by-catch. In recent years, an effective response has emerged from the increasing variety and
efficacy of technical measures designed to mitigate, and even eliminate, incidental catch of seabirds
(Birdlife International and ACAP 2009).
To reduce by-catch threats for seabirds in the Pacific region, NFWF will reach out to a network of
researchers, practitioners and policy experts to advance development of specific fishery-appropriate
mitigation gear, increase voluntary adoption rates of seabird mitigation gear amongst the fleets, and
improve the understanding of risks to seabirds by working with partners to increase observer coverage.

Key Strategy 4: Capacity Building (disturbance management &
education) (Estimated NFWF contribution = $0.75 million)
Seabirds have been directly and indirectly exploited by humans for millennia (Boersma et al. 2002). For
example, guano harvests have altered breeding habitats and killed thousands of seabirds, and human
harvest resulted in extinction of the Great Auk. Although few species of seabirds have gone extinct due
16

to direct human action, exploitation continues to be a significant factor in the decline of some species.
Several species addressed in this business plan teeter on the brink of extinction, with fewer than several
thousand individuals remaining. Indirect threats to seabirds are diverse and include disturbance from
tourism, noise, and artificial lighting, as well as loss of habitat due to development.
For all human-related threats, the most important strategy is sustained and directed outreach and
education about the value of protecting seabirds and the impact of human activities on those species.
Without community support and building local and regional capacity to reduce impacts of human action
on seabird populations, the conservation of seabirds will falter. NFWF’s strategy emphasizes close incountry collaboration with conservation partners that have an on-the-ground presence in local
communities and are already fostering pride and ownership of seabird conservation there.

Key Strategy 5: Fill information gaps (Estimated NFWF contribution = $2.3 million)
For several imperiled species, lack of information is the primary initial obstacle to effective conservation.
But, even for those species for which numerous scientific studies have been conducted, much of what is
known is derived from studies within breeding colonies. Conservation managers and seabird biologists
have only a cursory understanding of at-sea movements for most species and thus have an incomplete
understanding of the full suite of threats for many species. The resulting information gap severely
hinders moving forward with effective and justifiable conservation actions. A key strategy of this
program will be to fill those information voids. For species that lack adequate information, NFWF will
strategically invest in targeted research to fill information gaps, thus allowing for more effective,
directed conservation outcomes and actions in the future.

Key Strategy 6: Protect seabird foraging locations and forage prey base
(Estimated NFWF contribution = $0.5 million)
Seabirds are dependent on abundant and available high quality prey to raise young and maintain their
own energy budgets. Loss of prey can have catastrophic effects on breeding and survival (Duffy 1983,
Montevecchi 2002). Variation in prey availability and abundance is fueled by a wide diversity of factors
including fish life history variation (Rindorf et al. 2000), stochastic environmental changes (Field et al.
2010) and commercial fishing (Frederiksen et al. 2008). Understanding the specific relationships
between predators (seabirds) and prey and between seabirds and commercial fisheries associated with
those prey species, are critical steps for implementation of conservation. A successful strategy for
protecting seabird forage bases will bring together fisheries managers, marine protected area managers,
the fishing industry, and seabird conservation experts to develop practical and measurable fisheries
practices that benefit both seabirds (through availability of adequate prey) and the commercial fishing
industry (through sustainable harvest). Social and economic factors will need to be integrated into any
long-term solution.
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SBIRD (Estimated NFWF contribution = $0.25 million)
The Strategic (Biologically Important) Response and Development (SBIRD) funds represent a modest
investment that incorporates flexibility into the program and allow for rapid response to identified
conservation needs that align with specific program goals. This flexibility and rapid response will likely
require that funding decisions are made outside NFWF’s standard, bi-annual project (grant) review.
Projects supported under SBIRD often will be initially identified by NFWF’s bird conservation staff, then
more fully developed in concert with partners and reviewed by NFWF’s larger Science Team (expert
reviews may also be solicited) before being brought to the Bird Subcommittee for approval. Total
awarded through SBIRD will not exceed $50,000 annually, with a maximum allocation per project of
$25,000.
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Conservation Outcomes
The goal of the Pacific Seabird Program is to enhance the viability of target populations of threatened or
imperiled seabirds in the Eastern Pacific by increasing population size through improved survival and
reproduction. The anticipated changes in productivity and survival will result in an increase in the longterm viability of these species and lead to a notable “upgrading” of their conservation status. Through
increased survival and reproduction, NFWF investments also will build resilience of seabird populations
to projected climate change scenarios and other threats. Projected biological outcomes for the ten
priority species are summarized in Table 2. Projected outcomes for several regional priority species are
highlighted in Table 3. Table 4 summarizes the full complement of seabird species that are projected to
benefit from conservation actions identified in the Pacific Seabird Program business plan.

Table 2. Projected short- and long-term conservation outcomes for priority species in the Pacific Seabird Program.
Priority species

Alaskan Seabirds
Kittlitz’s Murrelet

Red-legged Kittiwake

Short-term outcome (3-6 years)

Long-term outcome (after 1-2 generations4)

Support two to four conservation research projects

NA

Decrease adult mortality by 1% or more

Increase global population

Seabirds of the California Current
Ashy Storm-Petrel
Townsend’s Shearwater
Xantus’s Murrelet

Reduce owl predation by 90%
Increase # chicks produced per pair 4%
Reduce cat predation by 100%
Increase # chicks produced per pair 25%

Increase global population 5%
Increase global population 25%

Increase # chicks produced per pair

Increase global population

Increase # chicks produced per pair 10%
Increase adult survival 5%
Increase breeding habitat by 500 acres

Increase global population 4%

Chilean Seabirds
Pink-footed Shearwater

Hawaiian Seabirds
Laysan Albatross
Black-footed Albatross
Newell’s Shearwater
Hawaiian Petrel
4

Increase breeding success in former Verbesina habitat by 100%
Increase # of fledglings produced/year by 19,000-47,000
Increase breeding success in former Verbesina habitat by 100%
Increase # of fledglings produced/year by 2,000
Protect two breeding colonies
Develop translocation techniques
Protect two breeding colonies
Increase # chicks produced per pair by 10%
Develop translocation techniques

Increase global population 10%
Increase global population 7%
Increase global population 2%
Increase global population 2%

Seabird generation times range from 3-10 years for an individual species; thus the projected population change is predicted to occur within about 5-20 years, depending upon the life history
characteristics of each species.

Table 3. Projected conservation outcomes for local/regional priority species benefitting from
conservation actions under the Pacific Seabird Program.
Species

Outcome

Priority

Alaskan Seabirds
Black-legged Kittiwake

Parakeet Auklet
Pigeon Guillemot

Permanent protection of 182 acres of breeding
habitat

•
•
•

Three islands free of invasive mink
•
Re-establishment of breeding populations on all
three islands
Three islands free of invasive mink
•
45% increase in Prince William Sound
population within 25 years

Seabirds of the California
Current
Ancient Murrelet
Cassin’s Auklet

Craveri’s Murrelet

Two islands free of invasive rats
Re-establishment of breeding murrelets
Reduced owl predation at two CA colonies
5% Increase in breeding success at CA colonies
Re-establishment of two colonies in BC

•
•
•
•
•

One Pacific island supporting 600 breeding
murrelets, free of invasive mice
•

Hawaiian Seabirds
•
•
Band-rumped Storm-Petrel

Two colonies free of invasive animals

•
•

Short-tailed Albatross

Tristram’s Storm-Petrel

Reduced by-catch threat in two Pacific fisheries •
Increase breeding habitat quality in
Papahanaumokuakea National Monument
•
Improve breeding habitat through removal of
invasive plants

•

Regional priority
Middleton Island supports 10% of
breeding kittiwakes in PWS.
Six nesting species of seabirds
totaling >50,000 individuals
Populations of these two species
have not recovered in Prince William
Sound since Exxon Valdez oil spill
Recovery of both populations is a
regional priority, especially as both
species are at historic low levels

50% of the global population nests
on islands in Haida Gwaii
Priority recovery species in
California and Mexico
Priority species in Canada
Global and regional priority
Craveri’s Murrelets nest on thirteen
islands (only one is located on the
Pacific Baja coast, all others are in
the Gulf of California);
Population 6,000 -10,000 individuals
Endangered in Hawaii and a
candidate for federal listing under
Endangered Species Act;
Lack of information is hampering
conservation
Hawaiian population size and
trajectory is unknown; Hawaiian
distribution is poorly understood
Primary threats are invasive
predators
National and global priority species Listed as endangered under the
Endangered Species Act
Restricted range species with a small
and potentially declining population;
Conservation priority due to
importance of islands in Hawaii to
global population

Table 4: Seabird species, their IUCN status, national/regional status (ABC/Audubon Watchlist
[Red or Yellow], federal or state ESA listing or waterbird conservation plan listing [highly
imperiled, high or moderate concern]) and the projected benefit from conservation actions
implemented through the Pacific Seabird Program.
Species
Ancient Murrelet
Arctic Tern
Ashy Storm-Petrel
Audubon's Shearwater
Band-rumped Storm-Petrel
Black Noddy
Black Storm-Petrel
Black-browed Albatross
Black-footed Albatross
Black-legged Kittiwake
Black-vented Shearwater
Blue-footed Booby
Bonin Petrel
Brandt's Cormorant
Brown Booby
Brown Noddy
Brown Pelican
Buller’s Shearwater
Bulwer's Petrel
Cassin's Auklet
Christmas Shearwater
Collared Petrel
Common Murre
Craveri's Murrelet
Crested Auklet
De Fillipi's Petrel
Double-crested Cormorant
Fork-tailed Storm-Petrel
Glaucous-winged Gull
Gray-backed Tern
Great Frigatebird
Grey-headed Albatross
Guadalupe Storm-Petrel
Guanay Cormorant
Hawaiian Petrel
Herald Petrel
Horned Puffin
Humboldt Penguin
Inca Tern
Kermadec Petrel
Kittlitz's Murrelet
Laysan Albatross
Leach's Storm-Petrel
Least Auklet
Least Storm-Petrel
Marbled Murrelet

IUCN
status
LC
LC
EN
LC
LC
LC
LC
EN
VU
LC
NT
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
VU
LC
LC
LC
VU
LC
VU
LC
VU
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
VU
EX
NT
VU
LC
LC
VU
NT
LC
CR
NT
LC
LC
LC
EN

National/
Regional
status
Yellow
High
Red

Alaska

California
Current

Chilean
Islands

Hawaii

Western/
Central
Pacific

D (A)
I (A)
D (A/F/K)
D (K)

Red
Moderate
Red
n/a
Red

I (A)
I (A/P)
I (A)
I (B)
D (B)
D (A/K)

Red
High
Moderate
High

D (B)

D (A/K/P)

I (A)
I (B)
I (K/P)
I (A/F)
I (A/P)
I (A/P)

Endangered
n/a
Moderate
High
High
n/a
Moderate
Red
Moderate
n/a

I (F)
I (F)
I (P/K)
I (A)

I (P)
D (K)

Moderate
Red
Red

D (K)
D (K)

I (A/F)
I (A)

I (A)
I (A/C/P)
I (A)
I (A)

Moderate
Moderate
n/a
Red
n/a
Red
High
Moderate
Threatened
n/a
n/a
Red
Red

D (A/P)

I (F)
D (A)
I (A/P)
I (A/P)
I (B)
D (A)
I (B)
D (A/K/P)
D (K)

I (A)
I (B)
I (B)
I (A/C/P)
D (K)
D (B)
I (A)
I (A)

D (A/B)
I (A)
I (A)

I (A)
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D (A/K/P)

Masked Booby
Newell's Shearwater
Northern Fulmar
Parakeet Auklet
Pelagic Cormorant
Peruvian Booby
Peruvian Pelican
Phoenix Petrel
Pigeon Guillemot
Pink-footed Shearwater
Polynesian Storm-Petrel
Red-faced Cormorant
Red-footed Booby
Red-legged Kittiwake
Red-tailed Tropicbird
Rhinoceros Auklet
Short-tailed Albatross
Sooty Shearwater
Sooty Tern
Tahiti Petrel
Thick-billed Murre
Townsend's Shearwater
Tristram's Storm-Petrel
Tufted Puffin
Waved Albatross
Wedge-tailed Shearwater
Western Gull
White-chinned Petrel
White Tern
White-bellied Storm-Petrel
White-tailed Tropicbird
Xantus’s Murrelet

LC
EN
LC
LC
LC
LC
NT
EN
LC
VU
EN
LC
LC
VU
LC
LC
VU
NT
LC
NT
LC
CR
NT
LC
CR
LC
LC
VU
LC
LC
LC
VU

Yellow
Red
Moderate
High
n/a
n/a
Highly
Imperiled
Moderate
Red
Highly
Imperiled
High

I (A/P)
D (A/K)
I (A/B)
D (A)
D (K)

I (A/F)
I (A/B/C)
I (A/C)
D (K)

D (A)

I (A)
I (B/F)

D (A/B/C/P)
D (K)

I (A)
I (A/P)

Highly
Imperlied
High
Endangered
Yellow

D (A/C)
I (A/P)
I (K)
D (B)

I (F)
D (B)
I (F)

I (P)
I (B)
I (A/P)

Highly
Imperiled
Moderate
Highly
Imperiled
Red
Moderate
n/a

D (K)
I (A)
D (A)
D (K/P)
I (A)

I (A/F)
I (B)
I (A/P)

D (K)

I (A/F)
n/a
Threatened
n/a

I (B)
I (A/P)
I (A/C)
I (A)

Red

D (A/P)

* Species names in BOLD are focal species of the Pacific Seabird Program.
**The Western/Central Pacific region is highlighted to indicate that we are exploring opportunities in
this region.
D = Species benefits are result of direct action for that species
I = Species benefits are result a result of an action targeting another species: an indirect benefit
(A) = Invasive Animal Strategy
(B) = Bycatch Strategy
(C) = Capacity Building strategy
(F) = Forage Fish Strategy
(K) = Knowledge/Information gaps Strategy
(P) = Invasive Plant Strategy

LC = Least Concern
NT = Near Threatened
VU = Vulnerable
EN = Endangered
CR = Critically Endangered
EX = Extinct
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Alaskan Seabirds
The focal species for the Alaskan region are Kittlitz’s Murrelet and Red-legged Kittiwake; Pigeon
Guillemot and Parakeet Auklet are species of regional conservation significance. Through the Pacific
Seabird Program, NFWF will invest in a series of conservation actions to abate threats for these and
other seabird species including reducing invasive animal and by-catch threats. Actions identified in the
program will also fill important research needs for Alaskan seabirds. Specific actions include:
•

Protect, and enhance conservation for, Red-legged Kittiwake colonies.
o Support invasive animal (rat) prevention programs and biosecurity planning for the
Pribilof Islands and additional colonies.
o Support development of sustainable harvest models for Red-legged Kittiwake on the
two Priblof Islands to identify impacts of harvest on population regulation.
o Investigate impacts of diet, foraging and winter habitat use as additional factors
affecting Red-legged Kittiwake population dynamics.

•

Identify conservation needs and principle threats for the Kittlitz’s Murrelet; support data review
and collection for Endangered Species Act (ESA) candidate listing review in the United States.

•

Assess Bering Sea by-catch risk and respond to by-catch threats by increasing access and use of
seabird by-catch mitigation gear.
o Increase Black-footed, Laysan and Short-tailed albatross survival.

•

Restore the most important seabird colony in Prince William Sound.
o Removal of invasive mink will result in recovery for five species of seabirds, including
Pigeon Guillemot and Parakeet Auklet.

•

Permanently protect and restore the most significant Gulf of Alaska seabird colony.
o Acquisition of property on Middleton Island that supports ~20% of breeding Common
Murres; 13% of breeding Pelagic Cormorant and 10% of breeding Black-legged Kittiwake
in Prince William Sound.

Overall these actions will result in the removal of invasive animals from three islands, enhance the
ecological integrity of two additional islands through increased biosecurity (prevent occupation by nonnative animals) , increase local and regional capacity to protect seabirds, permanently protect 182 acres
of seabird breeding habitat, and initiate by-catch assessments and mitigation in key Bering Sea fisheries.
These strategies will ensure restoration of three seabird breeding colonies on the Naked Islands in
Prince William Sound and increase the sound-wide Pigeon Guillemot population by 45% within 25 years.
NFWF investments will create the opportunity to identify tangible conservation needs for Kittlitz’s
Murrelet, as well as assist with expediting data preparation in advance of the ESA candidate review. The
proposed strategy to identify gaps in Kittlitz’s Murrelet biology and foraging information build on
current NFWF investments for this species through NFWF’s Alaska Fish and Wildlife Fund. Seabird by24

catch reports from longline and gillnet fisheries operating in Russian waters of the Bering Sea and Sea of
Oshtok are significant, including mortality to albatross. NFWF investments have the potential to realize
significant benefits for improving albatross survival – including decreased mortality of the endangered
Short-tailed Albatross.

Seabirds of the California Current (and adjacent Mexican Islands)
The California Current is a large marine ecosystem that supports dozens of breeding and non-breeding
seabirds, as well as a phenomenal wealth of biological diversity. Focal seabird species in the California
Current are Ashy Storm-Petrel, Townsend’s Shearwater and Xantus’s Murrelet. Ancient Murrelet,
Cassin’s Auklet and Craveri’s Murrelet are additional priority species. Conservation actions will focus on
mitigating threats for breeding habitat loss due to invasive animals and plants, loss and depletion of
prey species, and incidental mortality of seabirds in commercial fishing operations. Through the Pacific
Seabird Program, an investment in California Current seabird conservation will:
•

Restore the largest and most important breeding colony of the Critically Endangered
Townsend’s Shearwater through removal of invasive animals.
o Remove sheep and feral cats from Socorro Island by 2016.

•

Protect and enhance breeding sites of Xantus’s Murrelet in Mexico and the United States
through removal of invasive animals and habitat restoration.
o Remove non-native cactus mice from West San Benito Island, Mexico; increase
population resilience and breeding success for twelve additional seabird species
including the Craveri’s Murrelet.
o Remove non native feral cats from Guadalupe Island, Mexico to protect seabirds and
endemic flora and fauna.
 Encourage re-colonization of extirpated species including Xantus’s Murrelet.
 Initiate surveys for presumed extinct Guadalupe Storm-Petrel.
o Remove Barn Owls and restore breeding habitat on Santa Barbara Island, Channel
Islands National Park.
 Increase Xantus’s Murrelet survival, breeding success and population size.

•

Protect the world’s largest Ashy Storm-Petrel colony.
o Remove non-native house mice from SE Farallon Island, California.
o Increase breeding success for at least three seabird species, including Ashy Storm-Petrel
(breeding productivity enhanced by at least 4%), Leach’s Storm-Petrel (4%) and Cassin’s
Auklet (4%).

•

Restore two seabird islands in Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, British Columbia, Canada.
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o

Remove invasive black rats from Murchison and Faraday Islands (British Columbia) to
benefit Ancient Murrelet, Cassin’s Auklet, Leach’s Storm-Petrel and Fork-tailed StormPetrel.

•

Improve foraging conditions for breeding, resident and migratory seabirds in the California
Current.
o Integrate the needs of marine birds into existing fisheries management plans, marine
protected area plans and into management plans of emerging fisheries.

•

Reduce albatross by-catch in Pacific coast demersal longline fisheries through extended
outreach and use of mitigation gear.

These actions will result in the removal of invasive animals from six islands (protecting populations of
three focal species and dozens of additional species); restore breeding habitat for alcids in the Channel
Islands National Park; improve communication about albatross by-catch and increase use of mitigation
gear in the sablefish demersal longline fishery; and will promote integration of science-based forage fish
management for top predators (seabirds) into future management of forage fish in the California
Current. These actions will increase populations of storm-petrels, auklets and more than a dozen
additional species. Improvement of forage fish management and by-catch reduction in the California
Current system will increase survival for a suite of seabirds and improve breeding conditions for a
significant portion of breeding seabirds along the Pacific coast.

Chilean Seabirds
The goals of the NFWF investment in Pink-footed Shearwater conservation (focal species for Chilean
Seabirds) are to mitigate at sea- and colony-based threats to insure protection is occurring throughout
the full life cycle (Figure 6). Mocha, Robinson Crusoe and Santa Clara islands are the only breeding
locations for Pink-footed Shearwater; these islands also host five other nesting seabirds and more than a
dozen endemic birds, mammals, reptiles and
amphibian species. Specific actions include:
Figure 6. Pink-footed Shearwater has
declined precipitously during the past 200
years (though former abundance is not
known). The current population of
~56,000 breeding birds appears to have
been stable for the past 10 years. This
initiative will attempt to increase
reproductive output by 10% and reduce
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•

Remove non-native invasive animals from Pink-footed Shearwater breeding islands. The nonnative invasive animal threat includes several species (e.g., goats, rats, cats, mice, coatimundi
etc) and will require a multi-year, multi-staged effort to complete removal; the removal of some
species will be completed through this program, while the removal of other species will be
completed several years following the end of the Pacific Seabird Program.
o Initiate removal of invasive animals from two Pink-footed Shearwater breeding colonies.
Removal of invasive animals from Robinson Crusoe and Mocha Island has the potential
to realize significant conservation gains for Pink-footed Shearwater, other seabirds and
endemic flora and fauna.
 Initiate and complete goat removal from Robinson Crusoe Island.
 Initiate additional invasive bird/animal removal efforts on Robinson Crusoe
Island.
 Initiate planning of invasive cat removal for Mocha Island.

•

Restore seabird breeding habitat on Santa Clara Island through re-establishment of native plant
communities.

•

Increase Pink-footed Shearwater breeding success.
o Build community capacity to understand Pink-footed Shearwater conservation needs
and threats that will increase shearwater reproductive success through reduced chick
harvest, attraction to lights and collisions with wires and other structures, and increase
effectiveness of biosecurity planning for resident communities.

•

Increase adult survival, reduce by-catch threats.
o Investigate by-catch risks; if warranted, increase access and use of mitigation gear in
target South American fisheries (Ecuador, Peru and Chile).

In the short-term (5 years) if all strategies are implemented, these measures will increase breeding
success by 10-20% annually. In the long-term, the accumulated impact of these conservation actions is
expected to increase the global Pink-footed Shearwater breeding population by at least 5% within ten
years.

Hawaiian Seabirds
The broad goals for Hawaiian seabirds are to increase survival and reproduction of Black-footed and
Laysan albatross by mitigating threats posed by by-catch and invasive plants and to protect and increase
populations of Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel. Additional aims include building community
capacity to support seabird conservation in Hawaii and identifying potential impacts of, and the threat
posed by, marine plastic pollution. Specific actions and outcomes include:
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•

Remove invasive plants (Verbesina and other species) and restore breeding habitat at three
important seabird colonies within Papahanaumokuakea National Monument.
o Removal of invasive plants will result in improved breeding success for Black-footed and
Laysan albatross (and up to a dozen additional seabird species), including producing
20,000-50,000 additional albatross fledglings per year.
o Create safe “high island” breeding habitat through the removal of invasive animals,
which will build population resilience for Hawaiian seabirds in the face of projected
future sea level rise.

•

Protect, identify and increase populations of endemic Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel
with expected benefits to Band-rumped Storm-Petrel.
o Protect threatened colonies of Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel.
 Install predator-proof fencing to protect existing colonies (Hawaii, Lanai and
Kauai).
 Remove non-native rats from Lehua Island to increase breeding success and
survival of several seabirds; establish safe breeding site for Newell’s Shearwater.
 Remove invasive, feral cats from Kaho’olawe – protect and restore Hawaiian
Petrel population and other species.
o Increase available nesting habitat for Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel through
removal of invasive plants – strawberry guava.
o Develop translocation techniques for Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel.
o Identify unprotected Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel colonies and initiate
protection actions.

•

Build community capacity to support seabird conservation by investing in science-based
education and hands-on experience for Hawaiian high school students.
o Student multi-media seabird projects will be available for use on NFWF website.

•

Characterize prevalence and impacts of plastic pollution for Hawaiian seabirds at French Frigate
Shoals, Papahanaumokuakea National Monument.
o Assess differences in type and occurrence of plastic for the entire seabird community at
French Frigate Shoals; place emphasis on four focal species.
o While plastic is widely recognized as occurring in seabirds, few studies have attempted
to link occurrence to physiological impacts on the birds and how occurrence rates
impact chick survival – a second study will chronicle the impact of plastic on Laysan and
Black-footed albatross and Tristram’s Storm-Petrel chicks; relating survival to ingestion
rates and physiological process.

•

Develop mitigation gear and increase use of seabird mitigation technology in international
fishing fleets operating in the Western and Northern Pacific.
o Increase survival of Black-footed, Laysan and Short-tailed albatross.
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These conservation actions will restore 705 acres or 71% of the total breeding habitat at three seabird
colonies; remove invasive rats from one island; remove invasive feral cats from another island; construct
a minimum of three predator-proof fences on three islands to protect Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s
Shearwater and restore up to 400 acres (35%) of the total Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s Shearwater
breeding habitat on Lanai; develop translocation techniques for creating new colonies of Newell’s’
Shearwater; and assess impacts and prevalence of plastic pollution in Hawaiian seabirds. Overall these
actions will help to stabilize Laysan and Black-footed albatross populations and set those species’ global
populations on trajectories to increase by 7-10% in two to three generations (14-25 years). Short-term
(5 year) gains in reproductive success for albatross and more than a dozen additional species will have
significant positive impacts on seabird populations. Safeguarding Hawaii’s two endemic seabirds -Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel – is central to the success of seabird conservation efforts in
Hawaii. Importantly, these actions will greatly reduce the current threats to breeding colonies, setting
the stage for long-term viability of these and other seabirds.

Seabirds of the Western/Central Pacific
The goal of NFWF investments in this region is to expand understanding of seabird distributions and
threats in the region. Because of a large national footprint in the Central/Western Pacific, significant
opportunities exist for seabird conservation on federal lands. Overseas unincorporated territories,
including American Samoa and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, potentially support
significant seabird populations including species of high conservation concern. Invasive vertebrate
species are known to occur on several islands that are likely to support breeding seabirds. Initial
assessment of this region will focus on better understanding the distribution of specific nocturnal,
burrow-nesting species that likely co-occur in locations with invasive animals, followed by a more
thorough threat assessment of specific sites. We will also begin exploring future potential conservation
mitigation actions and prioritization of individual species and islands.
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Implementation Plan
Alaskan Seabirds
Key Strategy 1: Removal of non-native, invasive animals ($1.2 million)
Action 1: Eradicate non-native mink from Naked Islands, Prince William Sound to restore
populations of five species of seabirds.
The Pigeon Guillemot is
the only bird species
1000
impacted by the 1989
Exxon Valdez oil spill
800
that is listed as "not
recovering" on the
600
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
Trustee Council's Injured
400
Resources List. Since
1989, the population of
200
Pigeon Guillemots in
0
Prince William Sound
0
5
10
15
20
25
has declined 47%. For
Number of years following eradication of mink
Pigeon Guillemots, the
Estimated population size

•

Naked Islands were
Figure 7. The maximum and minimum estimated Pigeon
historically the most
Guillemot population response for 25 years after the
important breeding location in the
eradication of American mink. The two estimates are
Sound. Mink were intentionally
based upon an increase in productivity of 16% or 36%
introduced to Naked, Peak and
from the average productivity rate when mink predation
Storey Islands in the 1970’s by a
is high.
homesteading family to help
develop a furbearing industry.
Evidence suggests that mink
predation on nesting seabirds is a key factor in the inability of guillemots and other species to
recover. Mink eradication on the Naked Islands will significantly enhance the guillemot
breeding population through an estimated 16-36% increase in breeding productivity (Figure 7).
Given this change in productivity, the population of guillemots on the Naked Islands will double
within 10 years, followed by a measureable Sound-wide population increase within 25 years.

NIG – Mink

Projected 2011
Q1 Q2 Q3
Costs
($1,000)
Scoping
10
Planning
500
Compliance
200
Communications
60
Implementation
1,600
Monitoring
50
135.44
Totals
$2,420
•

Q4

2012

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2013

Q1

232.88

Q2

Q3

512.88

Q4

2014

2015

2016

512.88

512.88

512.88

Action 2: Support rat prevention programs and biosecurity planning (Pribilof Islands and other
sites).
More than three million seabirds nest on the Pribilof Islands. Isolation and the lack of developed
harbors have protected the islands from non-native rats. However, in the 1990’s, native Alaskan
communities on both islands developed ports and, for the first time, ships were able to dock. At
the same time, fishing activity exploded around the islands raising the probability of rats being
introduced to the islands from fishing vessels. Working with partners, both communities started
an aggressive rat prevention program. On both islands, Ecosystem Conservation Offices of Tribal
governments, with assistance from the USFWS, maintained a series of bait stations throughout
the harbors and dump with the goal of removing rats that enter the islands from ships. In 15
years of maintaining traps, St. Paul has caught 6 rats (St. George has caught none) confirming
that rats are likely being moved on boats between ports. Both islands created city ordinances
banning ships with rats aboard, from city waters and the city dock. The cities can also inspect
vessels and have ordered vessels from the harbors if rats are found during those inspections.
Local commercial fish processors are required to have rodent prevention programs. To date, this
strategy has been effective However, the USFWS (an original catalyst for the program) has
indicated that it can no longer provide assistance and, when combined with insufficient funding,
increasing port use and staff turnover in tribal offices, the rigor of the original program has been
compromised. The purpose of this component of the Pacific Seabird Program is to provide
stability to the rat prevention program, while local leaders and partner organizations address
the leadership and funding vacuum that has been created. New tools and techniques are
expected to be developed and incorporated into the future program. Expanded use of outreach
materials and rat prevention kits is also viewed as essential to the long-term success of this
program.

Key Strategy 2: Reduce seabird by-catch ($0.7 million)
•

Action 1: Assess threat posed by western Bering Sea and Sea of Oshtok fisheries; begin
development and implementation of appropriate mitigation strategies.
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In the productive waters surrounding Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula, mortality of seabirds results
from accidental capture (by-catch) in fishing gear. Thousands of seabirds die annually from
accidental entanglement in fishing gear in Russian Bering Sea commercial fisheries (Artukhin et
al 2006). While mortality principally impacts relatively abundant seabird species, several
imperiled seabirds listed in the Red Data Book of the Russian Federation (part of the IUCN Red
List), such as the Red-legged Kittiwake, and Black-footed, Laysan and Short-tailed albatross have
been killed (Artukhin and Vinnikov 2003). Species-specific mortality rates and composition of bycatch vary considerably with the type of fishing gear used and location and time of fishing.
Beyond a comprehensive assessment by Artukhin et al. (2006), little information is available on
the magnitude of threats posed by these different gear types. Pilot work conducted by the
World Wildlife Fund and partners was successful in their attempt to increase use of mitigation
measures in the demersal longline fishery, reduce seabird mortality and engage one fishery
company to adopt these techniques as best practice. Unfortunately, without sustained funding,
even this program has lapsed and currently little mitigation gear is utilized. The goal of this
action is to support an assessment of seabird by-catch rates, by gear type, by species, in
conjunction with catalyzing the use and development of mitigation gear for multiple fisheries.
Action 2: Assess threat and initiate development of mitigation for Alaskan gillnet fisheries.
Gillnet by-catch studies have been conducted in Prince William Sound, Copper River delta,
Lower Cook Inlet, Kodiak, and Yakutat, and planning is underway for a study in Southeast Alaska.
Estimates of seabird by-catch per fishery, per year, range from several hundred birds to several
thousand birds; thus, a minimum estimate suggests that seabird by-catch from gillnets
throughout Alaska is in the thousands (of individuals) annually. A variety of diving seabirds have
been documented as by-catch in these fisheries, with the primary impacted group being alcids,
usually murres and murrelets, including the Kittlitz’s Murrelet, a candidate species for listing
under the Endangered Species Act. Potential partners – USFWS, Alaska Sea Grant program,
University of Washington, and Birdlife International – all have worked on by-catch issues,
including gillnet by-catch, and are experienced at integrating the commercial fishing
stakeholders into testing and crafting solutions to by-catch problems. Goals for this action
include analysis of factors contributing to by-catch, as well as species and locations affected;
generating involvement of Alaska fishers in tackling this problem; and reducing seabird by-catch
mortality through mitigation.

Key Strategy 3: Capacity Building (disturbance management & education) ($0.1
million)
•

Action 1: Generate a sustainable harvest model for Red-legged Kittiwakes on St. Paul and St.
George islands; understand the contributing impacts of diet, foraging effort and winter
habitat use on seabird population dynamics at the Pribilof Islands.
The majority (80%) of world’s Red-legged Kittiwakes nest in four colonies on several Bering Sea
islands, St. Paul and St. George in the Pribilofs. Although the majority of kittiwakes nest on St.
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George Island, St. Paul Island remains an important site for this species (>1% of the global
population). Kittiwake populations have declined at both islands since 1976, though some
evidence suggests that the situation may not be so dire on St. George. However, St. Paul Redlegged Kittiwakes continue to decline and are at risk of local extirpation (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Mean numbers of Red-legged Kittiwakes counted on index plots at St. Paul Island,
Alaska.

The reasons for the apparent decline are unclear. However, potential factors include the
impacts of subsistence harvest, changing diet or foraging conditions, and changes in winter
distribution and habitat use by the kittiwakes. Understanding the influence of these factors on
demography trends of nesting Red-legged Kittiwakes is an important conservation need.
o Action 3a: Adult Red-legged Kittiwake adults are a traditional subsistence food of
Aleuts in the Pribilof Islands. No formal examination of harvest rates has been
conducted. However, informal inquiries suggest adult Red-Legged Kittiwakes
continue to be harvested and annual harvest levels may exceed 3% of the local
population on St. Paul (USFWS personal communication). The effect of removal of
breeding adults on the St. Paul population is unknown (but the population has been
declining since 1976). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Tribal Ecosystem
Conservation Offices of St. Paul and St. George are concerned about the status of
Red-legged Kittiwake populations in the Pribilof Islands. All three organizations hold
shared goals of sustaining populations of Red-legged Kittiwakes in the Pribilofs, and
a desire to educate local communities on the importance of this valuable resource.
The goal of this action is to develop a sustainable harvest model for kittiwakes and
to conduct outreach to the communities about the importance of Red-legged
Kittiwake sustainable harvest.
o Action 3b: In addition to developing a population and sustainable harvest model for
this species, it is important to conduct a review of dietary changes, foraging
locations, and wintering locations to better understand the other potential factors
contributing to divergent population trends on these islands.
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Key Strategy 4: Fill information gaps ($0.2 million)
•

Action 1: Acquire a 182-acre parcel on Middleton Island that provides important nesting
habitat for 6 seabird species and supports nationally recognized research.
Middleton Island Air Force Base was operated for 6 years during the Cold War, decommissioned
in 1963, and sold to private investors. Middleton Island (in the Gulf of Alaska) supports
thousands of breeding seabirds. Since the mid-1990s, seabirds have established nesting sites on
the derelict buildings and biologists have capitalized by augmenting the artificial habitats for
research purposes and conducting long-term monitoring and research. Five species of seabirds
now nest abundantly on the property including (6,000 Black-legged Kittiwake, 2,000 Common
Murre and 1,000 Pelagic Cormorants). In 2010, the owners agreed to sell its entire property for
the discounted price of $50,000 to the Institute for Seabird Research and Conservation.
Purchase of the 182 acre property on Middleton Island will allow the research institute to
continue its important seabird research, which provides valuable information that informs the
programs of numerous conservation organizations, including NFWF’s Pacific Seabird Program.
Following permanent protection, site planning for the research station includes establishing
additional nesting habitat for seabirds, using social attractions to re-establish former breeding
species, and continuing long-term climate change and marine forage research.

•

Action 2: Identify threats and information gaps limiting the conservation of Kittlitz’s Murrelet.
Kittlitz’s Murrelet is one of the least understood seabirds in the Pacific Ocean. The range likely
extends from the Okhotsk Sea, throughout the Bering Sea, to southeast Alaska, with highest
densities in the northern Gulf of Alaska (Day et al. 1999). The world population of Kittlitz’s
Murrelet is estimated to be between 9,500 and 26,500 birds, and has likely declined, although
the rate of decline is under debate (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2004). Overall, very little is
known about the ecology of this species. Fewer than 75 nest sites have been found worldwide
and little information exists to identify suitable breeding habitat and conditions contributing to
changes in survival and nesting success. Researchers are not certain of why, or even if, Kittlitz’s
populations have declined. Kittlitz’s Murrelet are a candidate species for protection under the
Endangered Species Act and a listing review is underway. The review is scheduled for
completion in 2013, but several data gaps have been identified as needing to be addressed
quickly. Foundation support will be directed towards these data gaps and others identified in
the review process.

Future conservation actions
The combined actions outlined in the implementation plan for Alaskan Seabirds build capacity through
direct engagement with biologists and managers in the region and will result in expanded seabird
conservation. These initial actions also set the stage for future seabird conservation steps in Alaska
including; (a) examination of predator-prey dynamics and seabird diet to enhance forage management
for seabirds; (b) broader biosecurity planning (e.g., coupling oil spill prevention with rat introduction
awareness programs); (c) revisiting use and mitigation technology in the Alaskan demersal longline
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fishery; (d) implementing rat eradication on Commander Islands (Russia) that support breeding Redlegged Kittiwake populations; and (e) a key next step for Alaskan Seabird conservation is to build
capacity to support removal of black rats from Kiska Island in the Western Aleutians (this island supports
millions of breeding seabirds: auklets, puffins, fulmars, murre and kittiwakes). The successful
restoration of Rat Island (now Hawadax Island), through the removal of rats in 2008, is the catalyzing
event demonstrating the proof-of-concept and methodologies. Cost, operational logistics, regulatory
permitting and island size and topography are all hurdles to implementing rat eradication on Kiska
Island. However, feasibility planning is likely to begin in the near future which will be a key step to
inform the broader process.

Seabirds of the California Current
Key Strategy 1: Removal of non-native, invasive animals ($4 million)
•

Action 1: Eradicate non-native house mice from SE Farallon Island, Farallon National Wildlife
Refuge.
The South Farallon Islands support the largest seabird breeding colony in the lower United
States. Twelve seabird species, represented by >300,000 birds, are known to breed on the
islands. The Farallons also support more than 50% of the world’s population of Ashy StormPetrel, a species endemic to the California Current. Between 1972 and 1992, the Ashy StormPetrel population declined by 40% on SE Farallon Island (Sydeman et al. 1998). Bradley et al.
(2011) attempted to model more recent population trends (1992-2011) using standardized
mark-recapture surveys and concluded that, while inter-annual variation in numbers is high, no
strong increasing or declining population trend is evident. Thus, the population remains below
historic levels.
Introduced house mice and migratory Burrowing Owls are disrupting the natural system on SE
Farallon Island. Annual mortality of Ashy Storm-Petrel due to Burrowing Owls (which are
attracted to the islands by the non-native mice) is approximately 200 adults, or 4% of the world
population. Removal of invasive mice would result in a decrease in storm-petrel mortality
because owls arriving on the island would no longer be encouraged to stay due to the abundant
fall mouse population and thus would not occupy the island for any prolonged period. Within 2
years, it is expected that there will be a 4% increase in storm-petrel breeding success (the
number of chicks produced per nesting pair).

•

Action 2: Eradicate feral cats and sheep from Socorro Island, Mexico.
The Townsend’s Shearwater is one of the most endangered bird species in the New World – less
than 100 breeding pairs exist. This species has been extirpated from two islands and only
persists in montane habitat on Socorro Island. Unless immediate action is taken, the species is
predicted to become extinct in less than 10 years. The decline of Townsend’s Shearwater is
linked to loss of high quality breeding habitat and ongoing predation. The presence of non35

native mammals (feral sheep and cats) on Socorro is the primary threat. Sheep removal was
recently completed and habitat monitoring is ongoing. Recovery of shearwater populations is
contingent on the complete eradication of feral cats from Socorro. This is expected to result in a
25% increase in breeding success within two years of completion of cat removal and a >25%
increase in the global population of shearwaters within 10 years.
Socorro –
Cat Removal
Scoping
Planning
Compliance
Communications
Implementation
Monitoring
Totals

•

Projected 2012
Q1 Q2
Costs
($1,000)
40
200
100
1,830
390
2,560

Q3

Q4

2013

Q1

135

Q2

Q3

755

Q4

2014

Q1

Q2

Q3

710

Q4

2015

Q1

Q2

Q3

660

Q4

2016

300

Action 3: Eradicate non-native cactus mice from San Benito Oeste (West) Island, Mexico.
The San Benito Archipelago hosts 80 native species of vertebrates, including one reptile, four
marine mammals, 12 breeding seabird species and four endemic subspecies of terrestrial birds.
More than two million seabirds use the islands, making it the largest and most species-diverse
colony in the Mexican Pacific Islands. San Benito Oeste hosts approximately 50% of all nesting
seabirds in the archipelago. Furthermore, both Xantus’s and Craveri’s murrelets appear to prefer
San Benito Oeste (>60% of the total murrelet population breeds there). After the eradication of
non-native rabbits, donkeys and goats in 2003, the islands in the archipelago appeared to be
free of non-native animals. However, in 2007 the presence of the cactus mouse (Peromyscus
eremicus cedrosensis) was confirmed. This rodent was accidentally introduced from nearby
Cedros Island, where it is native. The mouse population is now abundant and widespread.
Moreover, mice are a threat for the entire archipelago’s biodiversity as the risk of invasion from
San Benito Oeste to the other islands is high. Mice are known to consume plants, invertebrates,
and native birds. On San Benito Oeste field surveys we have documented bird bones and
feathers in mice burrows and bird remains, including feathers and eggshells, in mice stomachs
(GECI Personal communication). These observations, along with the known negative effects of
mice on seabirds (Wanless et al. 2007) provide the evidence to support removal. The eradication
of the introduced mouse from San Benito Oeste will restore 900 acres of seabird breeding
habitat and will protect and increase breeding success for eight seabird species including two
sub-species of the Xantus’s Murrelet. In Mexico, mice have been successfully eradicated from
three islands.
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Projected 2009-2011
2012
San Benito
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2 Q3
Costs
Oeste –
Cactus Mouse
($1,000)
Scoping
70 Completed in 2009
Planning
415 Started in 2010
Compliance
25
Communications
30
Implementation
280
Monitoring
250
Totals
1,070
290.5
79.5
•

Q4

2013

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2014

Q1

Q2

503

Q3

2015

Q4

98

99

Action 4: Remove feral cats from Guadalupe Island, Mexico.
Guadalupe Island is one of the most biologically diverse islands in the world. However, the flora
and fauna have been severely impacted by more than a century of pressure by invasive animals.
Feral goats, introduced during the 19th century, were finally eradicated in 2006. Native plant
communities have blossomed in the absence of goats. The primary remaining threat to seabirds
and other endemic wildlife are feral cats. Feral cats have caused the extinction of at least six
endemic bird species on Guadalupe Island and the severe declines of seabird populations (LunaMendoza et al. 2011). The Guadalupe Storm-Petrel is listed by IUCN as critically endangered, but
this species has not been reported since 1912. This species was thought to have been abundant
where it nested in burrows in the pine and cypress forest on the island. Its possible extinction
has been attributed to cat predation and habitat destruction by goats. Very few surveys have
been conducted since 1906 and the persistence of Leach’s Storm-Petrel – a species with a very
similar life history -- gives some hope that the Guadalupe Storm-Petrel may persist. The control
and eventual removal of feral cats on Guadeloupe Island will directly benefit Xantus’s Murrelet,
Laysan Albatross, two endemic subspecies of the Leach Storm-Petrel, three other native species,
and perhaps the last remaining population of the Guadalupe Storm-Petrel. Feral cat control has
been occurring around vulnerable seabird populations on the island since 2009 and almost 500
cats have been removed. In addition, research on feral cats has resulted in a rigid plan for
eradication. An environmental education program will be important in the local community
(navy base, fishermen cooperative and the fishermen families).

Guadalupe –
Cat Removal

Projected 2009-2011 2012
Costs
Q Q Q
($1,000)
1 2 3
Scoping
100
Planning
100 Started in
2002
Compliance
10
Communications
50
Implementation
400
Monitoring
340
Totals
1,000
200
50
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Q
4

2013
2014
Q Q Q Q Q Q
1 2 3 4 1 2
Completed

350

Q
3

250

Q
4

2015
Q Q
1 2

Q
3

150

Q
4

•

Action 5: Remove Barn Owls from Santa Barbara Island, Channel Islands National Park.
Santa Barbara Island supports the
largest colony of Xantus’s Murrelets in
California; ongoing habitat restoration
funded by the Montrose Settlements
Restoration Program (formed from a
settlement decision involving
Montrose Chemical Corporation) is
benefitting murrelets and Cassin’s
Auklet. However, a resident population
of Barn Owls is flourishing and is
feeding extensively on nesting
seabirds. Historical records indicate
owls are a recent arrival on Santa
Barbara Island; now with more than a
Figure 9. Xantus’s Murrelet carcasses, wings and keels
collected from Barn Owl Cave, 13 May 2009
dozen owls occupying the island,
predation levels on murrelets and
auklets are considered unsustainable
for the recovering alcid population that was historically decimated by invasive animals, land-use
practice and environmental damage. Rough estimates of annual owl predation may approach
60-400 murrelets (Figure 9; predation represents 3-8% of the island murrelet population of
2,000-5,000 birds including adults and sub-adults) in some heavy predation years. The National
Park Service is pursuing a live capture/release program to reduce predation rates on murrelets,
auklets and other seabirds. The permanent removal of Barn Owls would increase breeding
success, survival and the population size of Xantus’s Murrelets and Cassin’s Auklets.

•

Action 6: Eradicate non-native black rats from Murchison and Faraday islands, British
Columbia, Canada.
Haida Gwaii, an isolated marine archipelago off the west-coast of Canada, is renowned for its
distinct flora and fauna. It is so disproportionately rich in rare and unique species that it is often
referred to as the “Galapagos of the North.” Approximately 1.5 million seabirds (13 species 4)
nest on these islands. The archipelago supports globally significant populations of Ancient
Murrelets (50% of the global population) and Cassin’s and Rhinoceros auklets. It also is believed
to support about 10% of the British Columbia breeding population of Marbled Murrelets, an
endangered species. In 2009, Parks Canada and the Haida Nation launched a 5-year, 2-phase
program to restore nesting seabird habitat and associated ecosystem processes from key

4

Breeding seabirds of Haida Gwaii include 8 alcids (Ancient Murrelet; Marbled Murrelet ; Cassin’s Auklet;
Rhinoceros Auklet; Horned Puffin; Tufted Puffin; Pigeon Guillemot; Common Murre), 2 storm petrels (Fork-tailed
Storm-Petrel and Leach’s Storm-Petrel), 2 gulls (Mew Gull; Glaucous-winged Gull) and 1 cormorant (Pelagic
Cormorant).
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ecologically and culturally significant seabird nesting islands of the Gwaii Haanas National Park
Reserve, National Marine Conservation Area Reserve and Haida Heritage Site. Phase 1 was
completed in 2011 and involved removing Norway rats from two islands (250 acres). Currently
Parks Canada and its implementing partners are planning Phase 2 of the program, which will
include Canada’s first aerial broadcast of toxicants to remove invasive rats. Rat removal on
Murchison and Faraday islands will restore ~1,800 acres of seabird breeding habitat, reduce the
threat of rat invasion to adjacent (rat-free) islands with viable seabird colonies, enhance
protection of Ramsay Island and the Juan Perez Sound International Bird Area and its globally
significant seabird colonies, and increase breeding success for four species.
Haida Gwaii

Cost
2012
($1,000) Q1 Q2 Q3
Scoping
30
Planning
250
Compliance
30
Communications
40
Implementation
1,100
Monitoring
150
Totals
1,600
275

Q4

2013

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2014

Q1

1,270

Q2

Q3

25

Q4

2015

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2016

30

Key Strategy 2: Removal of non native, invasive plants (habitat restoration)
($0.4 million)
•

Action 1: Remove invasive plants from Santa Barbara Island – restore native plant community
and seabird breeding habitat.
Santa Barbara Island supports the largest colony of Xantus’s Murrelets in California. This
island also supported a sizable population of Cassin’s Auklets before the colony was
decimated by cats. Because these colonies have not recovered, creation of additional
nesting habitat is expected to result in a long-term measurable increase in the number of
Xantus’s Murrelets and Cassin’s Auklets. The goal of this action is to improve recruitment and
productivity of Xantus’s Murrelet through habitat restoration. Activities will include removing
exotic vegetation and planting the area with native plants propagated in a permanent nursery
on Santa Barbara Island. Artificial cavities and nest boxes will be installed for both Cassin’s
Auklets and Xantus’s Murrelets to facilitate recruitment, provide a stable and secure nesting
area to improve productivity and assist in monitoring efforts. This combined habitat restoration
and social attraction effort aims to: (1) increase recruitment, (2) increase reproductive output,
and (3) decrease egg and chick mortality by providing safe breeding habitat. The removal of
exotic vegetation and planting of native plants will be done during the non-breeding season to
avoid impacts to nesting birds. This action will restore critical seabird nesting habitat in the
Channel Islands, as well as aid in the recovery of this important Xantus’s Murrelet colony.

Key Strategy 3: Reduce seabird by-catch ($0.3 million)
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•

Action 1: Identify and mitigate by-catch threats for Black-footed and Short-tailed albatross
posed by the demersal longline fisheries in the Northeast Pacific.
The west coast longline groundfish fishery is the only U.S. longline fishery not required to use
seabird by-catch deterrents within the range of Short-tailed Albatross. Even though the
population of endangered Short-tailed Albatross is less than 1% of its historical size, it is growing
at 7% per year and is beginning to reoccupy its former range. Sightings of Short-tailed Albatross
are increasing, including along the U.S. west coast. Therefore, it was not surprising that in 2011,
a longline vessel in Oregon, targeting sablefish, caught a Short-tailed Albatross. Short-tailed
Albatross are listed as endangered under the Endangered Species Act; the 2011 estimate of
their total population is nearly 3,500 individuals. Currently, the west coast groundfish fishery is
also the only U.S. fishery in the north Pacific that does not have a Biological Opinion under the
Endangered Species Act with an incidental-take limit for Short-tailed Albatross. While Blackfooted Albatross are not listed under the Endangered Species Act, there is international concern
for this species (IUCN Red Listed as endangered) and a need to reduce by-catch of this species.
Black-footed Albatross mortality is chronic in this fishery with approximately 40 birds caught
annually. A recent analysis by Washington Sea Grant and Oregon State University integrated
information on the distribution and density of North Pacific albatross with fishing effort data
within the west coast Exclusive Economic Zone. They found that Black-footed and Short-tailed
albatross most often utilized shelf-break habitats north of 36o latitude and that this distribution
strongly overlaps with the sablefish fixed gear hook-and-line fishery, concluding that this fishery
merited the highest attention for albatross by-catch concerns among six groundfish fisheries
examined.
Building on the successful use of seabird mitigation gear in the Alaska demersal longline
fisheries, actions will be taken that: (a) expose longline fishermen from California to Washington
to the need for seabird conservation; (b) evaluate the unique needs and constraints of this fleet
with regard to the application of seabird by-catch mitigation techniques; (c) promote the
voluntary use of streamer lines in these fisheries; and (d) explore development of other seabird
by-catch mitigation options. The goal of this effort is to reduce the incidental mortality of
albatross and other seabirds in West Coast demersal longline fisheries to levels that do not
threaten seabird populations. Success will be measured by the extent of adoption of seabird bycatch mitigation measures and the concomitant reduction in seabird mortality that is expected.

Key Strategy 4: Fill Information gaps ($30k)
•

Action 1: Survey historic Ashy Storm-Petrel breeding colonies in northern California to assess
distribution and status for proposed Endangered Species Act listing.
Ashy Storm-Petrel is a rare and endemic species to the California Current. Current knowledge is
insufficient for assisting agencies with possible listing and protecting this species at the northern
limits of its breeding range. A preliminary assessment of Ashy Storm-Petrel breeding status on
Bird Rock in Point Reyes National Seashore will be conducted in 2012; monitoring and
restoration plans will be developed for this site if nesting is confirmed. In 2013, suitable rocks
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near historical breeding locations within the California Coastal National Monument will be
searched for breeding evidence. Few of these rocks have ever been landed on due to their
remote locations, small sizes, and difficult landings. The results of these two surveys will be
important for Endangered Species Act listing decisions in 2014 and coastal management of near
shore rocks and waters. If no breeding is found, the northern limit will have contracted and will
provide strong evidence of range loss. If breeding is found, increased protection can be afforded
and monitoring programs can be developed by agency land owners and partners.

Key Strategy 5: Protect seabird foraging locations and prey base ($0.5 million)
The long-term health of breeding, migrating, wintering and resident seabirds in the California Current
requires the availability of a diverse and abundant forage base. The term “forage species” means any
fish or invertebrate species that contributes significantly to the diets of top marine predators (birds, fish,
mammals, or turtles), or otherwise contributes significantly to ecosystem function. Some California
examples include Pacific herring, market squid, northern anchovy, krill, Pacific sardine, smelt, and
juvenile rockfish and hake. Initiating action to protect forage species is particularly urgent due to two
fast-emerging realities. First, the value of forage species to commercial fisheries is increasing. Thirty
years ago, small fish accounted for 40% (by weight) of California’s commercial fish landings. Today, that
proportion has soared to 85%, with squid and sardines by far the most important (and lucrative)
fisheries in California. Second, climate change has made the ecosystem more variable and less
unpredictable. Taken together, this suggests that current fisheries harvest practices and changing
climate will place greater pressure on the forage fish and krill upon which seabirds are dependent for
reproduction and survival. The goal of the strategy outlined below is to develop scientific knowledge
that informs forage resource management to improve conservation of seabirds in the California Current.
•

Action 1: Develop seabird consumption models for California Current seabird populations
(What and how much do seabirds eat?)
Development of consumption models (estimates of prey use by a seabird population) for several
seabird species could be extrapolated to provide estimates of the total annual seabird
community forage needs. These data could provide the guidance necessary for integrating the
food needs of seabirds into fisheries management.

•

Action 2: Identify the principal forage species distribution and spatial patterns of use by
seabirds (Where do seabirds go to get food?)
To understand the potential overlap of forage fish, seabirds and fisheries in the California
Current, it is essential to describe the spatial patterns of forage fish abundance and the use of
these areas by seabirds. Although, seabird diet information is available for some species, it is
also important to document spatial patterns of use across seasons and years to pinpoint areas of
significant feeding areas (ecologically important areas, or EIA) which may warrant protection.
This is especially important around breeding colonies in spring summer, and in winter when
food resources are typically low with string effects on seabird populations.
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•

Action 3: Conduct seabird/forage fish/ fishery analysis (How does variation in food availability
affect seabirds?)
Conduct an analysis of the relationships between fisheries (harvest), forage and seabird
populations or life history parameters. The goal is to quantify the effects of fishing on
population dynamics of a dependent predator (seabirds); an important step in this process is to
understand the key threshold response levels for seabird life history parameters, that is, how
does variation in forage abundance affect reproductive success, chick growth or adult or juvenile
survival of seabirds.

•

Action 4: Present research to fisheries management bodies
Long-term outreach of science-based results will be an important element for integrating
seabird data into fisheries management. Presentations and reports will be made available to
Pacific Fisheries Management Council and state governing groups.

Future conservation actions
The investments outlined in the implementation plan for Seabirds of the California Current set the stage
for future conservation steps in the region including: (a) restoration of Guadalupe Island (cat eradication
and social attraction for priority species); (b) rabbit eradication from Clarion Island; (c) social attraction
of Townsend’s Shearwater to San Benedicto and Clarion islands; and (d) continued restoration of
seabird habitats in the Channel Islands. The completion of planned actions for focal species in the
implementation plan, specifically the mitigation of key threats, will allow for an assessment of potential
conservation needs of additional species, such as Marbled Murrelet.

Chilean Seabirds
Key Strategy 1: Removal of non-native, invasive animals ($1.7 million)
Few conservation strategies offer higher returns than the removal of invasive mammals. Of more than
800 eradications, 112 reported bird population demographic parameters; of these the majority reported
an increase in reproductive output (average 25%; Lavers et al 2010). Similarly, removal of non-native
herbivores leads to improved habitat conditions and increased nesting success for seabirds (McChesney
and Tershy 1998). For Pink-footed Shearwaters, the elimination of non-native predators and herbivores
is expected to result in immediate recovery of breeding colonies and, subsequently, the overall global
population.
•

Action 1: Remove non-native, invasive animals from Robinson Crusoe Island.
Introduced cats, rodents, coatimundis, ungulates and birds are threats to the long-term viability
of breeding Pink-footed Shearwater on Robinson Crusoe. While cats, rats and coatimundis are
direct predators of adults, eggs and chicks; rabbits and ungulates (i.e. goats) degrade nesting
habitat, contributing to erosion. Invasive bird species such as the Rock Pigeon and House
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Sparrow are potential vectors for the spread of invasive plants (which further degrades habitat)
as well as avian disease vectors. Preliminary observations during a 3-month period
demonstrated that 3% of breeding adults are depredated by cats and rodents. Removal of
introduced species will result in the restoration of breeding habitat and eventually result in
increased survival and breeding success of shearwaters and the re-colonization of the island by
additional species. This removal program will be a multi-year, multi-phased process that will
build capacity and competence in the implementing partners and local communities.
2012
2013
Robinson Crusoe Projected 2011
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3
– birds and
Costs
goats
($1,000)
Scoping
60 Completed in 2009/2010
Planning
1075
Compliance
650 Started in 2009 will continue through 2015
Communications
260 Started in 2009 will continue into 2014
Implementation
1440
Monitoring
400
Totals
3,885
334
590.2
972.4

•

Q4

2014

2015

2016

705.8

637.9

150

Action 2: Remove non-native invasive animals from Mocha Island.
The interior of Mocha Island is dominated by a large forest where Pink-footed Shearwaters nest.
Introduced cats and rodents (rats and mice) are present and predation on eggs and adults has
been observed. Introduced pudu (small deer), European hare, and various domesticated
ungulates are also present on the island, but apparently not threats to breeding shearwaters.
Feral cats are the primary threat and initial efforts will focus on exploring the enabling
conditions and developing operational plans for removing cats. Because Mocha is a short flight
(<60 miles) from the mainland, and travel back and forth is easy and relatively inexpensive,
maintaining an invasive mammal-free environment after eradication will be important on
Mocha (this issues is in part the focus of ongoing community capacity workshops and biosecurity planning that will occur concurrent to the feasibility assessment and operational plan
development).

Key Strategy 2: Removal of non-native, invasive plants (habitat restoration)
($0.4 million)
Non-native rabbits were competitors with shearwaters for the limited number of burrows used by both
species. Rabbits were removed from Santa Clara Island in 2003, leaving the island free of introduced
animals and increasing Pink-footed Shearwater burrow occupancy. Unfortunately, habitat degradation
within nesting colonies continues through soil erosion because the rabbits consumed such a substantial
portion of the native flora that much bare soil remains. Erosion, in turn, impedes vegetation recovery.
Historically, Santa Clara was likely covered with native grasses and low, woody vegetation which
provided high quality habitat for breeding shearwaters.
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•

Action 1: Restore native vegetation to increase Pink-footed Shearwater nesting opportunities
and to prevent further erosion on Santa Clara Island.
Santa Clara Island offers an exciting opportunity for restoration of nesting habitat, because it is
free of invasive animals and human disturbance. Approximately 3,500 pairs of Pink-footed
Shearwater (12% of global breeding population) nest on the island. Over five years, it will be
possible to replant and restore prime nesting habitat (primarily shrubs, small trees, and grasses)
that will stabilize soil and reduce erosion. The effort will require increasing local greenhouse
capacity for native plant propagation and establishing inter-island plant transportation protocols
to minimize risks of introducing invasive species and plant pathogens.

Key Strategy 3: Reduce seabird by-catch ($0.6 million)
As long-lived species with delayed sexual maturity, Pink-footed Shearwaters have high adult survival
rates that are essential for maintaining populations. Pink-footed Shearwaters are attracted to boats and
often dive for their underwater prey, which puts them at risk from fisheries by-catch. Shearwaters
travel 6,500 miles between breeding and wintering grounds, potentially interacting with fisheries from a
dozen countries. Satellite tracking has demonstrated that the birds travel from Chile to Canada along
the continental shelf, exploiting rich coastal currents which also support intense commercial and
artisanal fisheries (unpublished data - see http://www.pinkfootedshearwater.org/research.html). Within
the breeding season, shearwaters also overlap spatially with fisheries activities in the Humboldt Current
along the South American coast. The extent of by-catch mortality in this region is largely unknown, but
preliminary observations suggest that it does occur (see below).
• Action 1: Determine by-catch risk for Pink-footed Shearwater in fisheries operating in Chile,
Peru and Ecuador and initiate mitigation research.
Pink-footed Shearwater by-catch has been documented in Ecuador and Peru. Pink-footed
Shearwater by-catch has been documented in two fisheries (demersal longlines in Ecuador and
driftnets in Peru) and accounts for 12% of observed by-catch in these fisheries (Mangle and
Alfaro-Shigueto, unpublished report 2012). Extrapolated total by-catch rates for the entire
Peruvian net fishery suggests that at least 1,200 Pink-footed Shearwater are killed each year, or
2% of the adult breeding population. The fisheries outside the United States and Canada pose a
particularly challenging arena for conservation work because of the relatively weak regulatory
frameworks in those areas. Actions that rely on the expertise of successful by-catch reduction
programs are especially needed because that work tends to be directly with the fishermen
through education and local incentives programs. The goals of this effort are to fully assess the
impacts of these fisheries on Pink-footed Shearwaters; to develop, if warranted, mitigation
strategies to reduce take (especially in net fisheries); and to promote use of mitigation gear
through sustained outreach.

Key Strategy 4: Capacity Building (disturbance management & education) ($0.4
million)
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Some Pink-footed Shearwaters nest on islands with human populations, a situation that leads to
increased risk to the seabirds. Active support and participation by community members is essential for
meeting conservation goals, including cessation of chick harvest, prevention of introduction of nonnative plants and animals, removal of existing non-native animals, responsible pet ownership, and
seabird-friendly lighting. The best long-term strategy for reducing threats on these islands is to further
build a broad appreciation for the species among the island residents and visitors. Creating incentives
(e.g., ecotourism) for local participation and financial support (e.g., park steward positions) will help
ensure sustainability of the program.
• Action 1: Develop outreach and education to island residents.
Residents of Robinson Crusoe Island have been actively engaged in conservation activities through
both voluntary programs and technician training and employment programs since 2001. Training
programs have built local capacity for monitoring shearwater nest sites and assessing mortality.
Opening these areas to townspeople has fostered interest in the species. Students from Chilean
universities have visited seabird colonies to gain hands-on learning in conservation techniques.
Effective Pink-footed Shearwater conservation requires
continued funding for these activities and new programs
that build support for biosecurity, invasive alien species
removal and habitat restoration.
o

•

Action 1a: Support park warden program to
protect high density shearwater nesting areas
from human harvest.
On Mocha Island, outreach and education
programs began in 2009 with NFWF support.
International attention has led to increased
park guard patrols (started in 2011) and
enforcement of the laws protecting shearwaters. Figure 10. Park warden patrols on
These actions have significantly reduced harvest Mocha Island; green regions visited
> 10 times; yellow regions 5-10
of chicks (Figure 10; G. Wallace, personal
times; red <5 times during the
communication). The park guards have been
fledging period.
enthusiastic partners and have assumed greater
responsibility for managing the species than
anticipated. The goal of this program is to reduce
illegal harvest of shearwater chicks and provide support until the program is selfsustaining.

Action 2: Implement the use of “shearwater safe lighting” to prevent unintentional collisions
by adults and fledglings on Mocha and Robinson Crusoe.
Community support has been integral in discussing the transition to seabird-friendly lighting on
Robinson Crusoe Island. During the fledging period, young shearwaters leaving the nest for the
first time are periodically attracted to lights in residential areas; birds that collide with lights,
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wires or adjacent structures or land can be predated by domestic and feral animals. The addition
of seabird friendly shades and use of lighting that restricts and directs light towards the ground
can reduce this accidental mortality source. On Mocha Island, establishing community support
will be essential to identifying and correcting problem lighting that is causing shearwater
mortality.

Future conservation actions
The investments in Pink-footed Shearwater conservation outlined above will begin to mitigate direct
threats to the viability of this population and will set the stage for additional conservation actions
including: (a) non-native feral cat and coatimundi eradication from Robinson Crusoe Island; (b) feral cat
eradication from Mocha Island; and (c) continued capacity building in the Juan Fernandez Islands and on
Mocha Island to support conservation of native wildlife. In addition, completion of planned actions in
the current implementation plan will allow for an evaluation of potential conservation needs for
additional regional priority species, including Humboldt Penguin.

Hawaiian Seabirds
Key Strategy 1: Removal of non-native, invasive animals ($3.8 million)
Non-native invasive species are widely recognized as a major threat to Hawaii’s biodiversity and have
been implicated in the decline or extinction of native plants and animals. Seabirds are vulnerable to
invasive predators like mongoose, rodents and cats. Although, the majority of seabirds in Hawaii nest on
predator-free islands (e.g., the Northwest Hawaiian Islands), some species, especially the endemic
burrow-nesting species, are threatened by introduced predators and ungulates (i.e., sheep, goats, deer).
Removal of invasive animals is imperative to restore seabird populations. Creating predator-free refuge
on the main Hawaiian Islands will improve breeding success and has the added advantage of building
resilience for seabirds in Hawaii as projected sea-level rise may reduce habitat in the Northwest
Hawaiian Islands.
•

Action 1: Eradicate Polynesian rats from Lehua Island.
Lehua Island (284 acres) is home to one of the most important seabird colonies in Hawaii (Wood
et al. 2004). Lehua has sustained ecological damage over many years, caused primarily by the
presence of invasive animals. Removal of rats from Lehua will result in dramatic recovery of the
extant seabirds (50% increase in breeding success and increased survival), re-colonization by
other species (8-12 additional species within 20 years), and will create a “high island” reserve
that will be protected in the event of sea level rise.

Lehua –
Polynesian Rat

Projected 2012
Q1 Q2
Costs

Q3

Q4

2013

Q1
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Q2

Q3

Q4

2014

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2015

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2016

($1,000)
Scoping
50
Planning
750
Compliance
75
Communications
80
Implementation
800
Monitoring
100
Totals
$1,855
•

$222.3

$1,010.4

$56.2

$33.3

Action 2: Install predator-proof fencing for Newell’s Shearwater, remove invasive animals
from enclosed area, and develop translocation techniques.
Installation of a predator-proof fence and removal of predators at Kilauea Point National
Wildlife Refuge will create a predator-free, “high island,” nesting reserve on Kauai that is critical
to the sustainability of breeding seabirds, including Newell’s Shearwater. This fence will be the
first ever predator-proof fence constructed within the National Wildlife Refuge System. The
project will benefit from lessons learned in the development of the Kaena Point predator fence
on Oahu, the first such fence built in the United States. The construction has tremendous
potential benefits, but is not without its challenges. Once a predator-proof fence is in place,
fence maintenance and long-term monitoring will be critical to ensuring that predator incursions
do not occur; it will be important to have staff respond immediately to predator incursions and
make timely fence repairs. This action will increase breeding success for more than six seabird
species and will create nesting habitat for a dozen additional species.

KPNWR –
Projected 2012
Q1 Q2 Q3
Fencing/
Costs
Translocation
($1,000)
Scoping
10
Planning
110
Compliance
40
Communications
82
Implementation
1,295
Monitoring
60
Totals
1,597
150
•

$532.8

Q4

2013
Q1

Q2

Q3

753

Q4

2014
Q1

Q2

Q3

238

Q4

2015
Q1

Q2

Q3

228

Q4

2016

228

Action 3: Install predator-proof fencing to protect Hawaiian Petrel and remove predators from
within fenced areas.
The Hawaiian Petrel colony on Lana’i faces multiple threats. Invasive predators threaten survival
and breeding success and invasive ungulates threaten breeding habitat. The predators of Lana‘i
seabirds are feral cats and Barn Owls, both non-native species. Rats have also been identified in
the colony area and have been documented taking chicks. While control efforts have been
successful at reducing the number of cat killed seabirds within the colony, cats continue to enter
the area; control efforts are required in perpetuity. Both Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s
Shearwater are found in an area of the colony where construction of a predator-proof fence
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would not only better protect these species, but also allow closer study of both species.
Protection of core sub-colonies through the installation of predator proof fencing and removal
of predators and invasive plants will increase survival and breeding success for Hawaiian Petrel
and create safe habitat for prospecting Newell’s Shearwater. Proposed fenced enclosures will
initially encompass 1-2% of the seabird habitat on Lanai.
•

Action 4: Remove feral cats from Kaho’olawe.
Kaho’olawe, the smallest of the eight main Hawaiian Islands (28,800 acres), and the only wholly
protected (i.e. state-owned) island, has the potential to provide the most significant invasive
mammal-free habitat in all of Hawaii. The entire island is designated Conservation District under
the State Land Use Code, and the waters extending two miles offshore are protected as part of
the Kaho`olawe Island Reserve. Unlike the other Main Hawaiian Islands, human disturbance,
development, and light pollution are negligible, and Kaho`olawe lacks many of the invasive or
predatory species found elsewhere. Invasive goats have already been eradicated. Feral cats,
rats and mice remain. The goal of the Kaho`olawe Island Reserve Commission, which has
oversight authority for the island, is to remove feral cats and invasive rodents. The first step in
this process is to remove feral cats, an action that will provide significant benefit to Hawaiian
seabirds. The presence of non-native rodents and feral cats is the single greatest factor limiting
the potential of Kaho’olawe as seabird habitat. Over time, if Kaho`olawe is freed from invasive
rodents and feral cats, the entire island would become habitat for seabirds. Recovery of seabirds
will help restore native plant communities by providing transport of nutrients from the marine
ecosystem and helping in soil development (through deposition of guano). Restored native plant
communities and soil will in turn provide more diverse habitat structure for Hawaiian seabirds,
thereby creating a positive feedback loop leading to increasing seabird numbers and species
richness over time.

Kaho’olawe Cats

Projected 2012
Q1 Q2
Costs
($1,000)
Scoping
140
Planning
235
Compliance
225
Communications
75
Implementation
3,000
Monitoring
175
Totals
3,775

Q3

Q4

2013
Q1

80.2

Q2

Q3

Q4

286.1

2014
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

290.7

2015

2016

2017

1521.5

1521.5

75

Key Strategy 2: Removal of non-native invasive plants ($3.7 million)
Replacement of native plant communities by monotypic stands of non-native species can cause acute
disruption of ecosystems. Verbesina encelioides (golden crownbeard), native to North and South
America, is an aggressive, non-native plant that grows in thick monoculture stands (Feenstra and
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Clements 2008) in Hawaii. This pest species prefers sandy soils and is now established at three locations
in the remote Northwestern Hawaiian Islands: Midway Atoll, Kure Atoll, and Pearl and Hermes Reef.
•

Action 1: Eradication of Verbesina from Midway Atoll. In 2009, Verbesina dramatically reduced
the breeding density and reproductive success of the world’s largest breeding colony of Laysan
Albatross by 475% and 238%, respectively (Klavitter et al. 2010). Eradicating Verbesina from
Eastern Island will restore 335 acres of habitat for albatross and create additional, high quality
nesting habitat for 18 species of seabirds. In addition, expanding Verbesina removal efforts on
Sand Island will
enhance an
additional 261 acres
of high quality
nesting habitat. The
number of
additional albatross
fledglings produced
each year would
range between
17,000 and 40,000
(Figure 11) and
within two
generations (~25
years) the global
populations of
Laysan (10%) and
Black-footed albatross (7%) would significantly increase.

•

Action 2: Eradication of Verbesina from Kure Atoll.
Green Island, the atoll’s only permanent island, is the State of Hawaii’s most significant seabird
sanctuary and the only state-owned land within the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National
Monument. Restoration of the native plant community through removal of Verbesina will
restore 120 acres of seabird nesting habitat for seventeen species and will result in a rapid 10%
increase in reproductive success for Black-Footed and Laysan albatross, Tristram’s Storm-Petrel
and Christmas Shearwater.

•

Action 3: Strawberry guava management.
The invasion of habitat-altering invasive plant species into the Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s
Shearwater colony of Lanai is the most serious threat to the survival of the birds. The natural
vegetation of the ‘Ōhi‘a lowland mesic forest consists of uluhe ground cover and numerous
other low stature, native forest species. The uluhe, in particular, provides a cushioned landing
zone for the seabirds and dense growth severely limits access by predators. The dominant
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invader is the strawberry guava which
forms monotypic stands of shallow-rooted
trees and blocks access to the birds for
digging burrows and allows access for feral
cats to capture the birds on the ground.
The dense, shallow roots of strawberry
guava increase runoff rain water that
reaches the ground, accelerating erosion.
The weed also has a high transpiration
rate which returns moisture to the
atmosphere rather than allowing it to
percolate through to feed the island’s
aquifer. A total of 400 acres of native
Figure 12. Lanaihale Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s
habitat in Lanaihale (Figure 12; Tier 1+2
Shearwater habitat restoration planning, including
areas) will be freed of weed invasion, and strawberry guava infestation areas.
a 4.5 acre restoration site will be
expanded by 1.5 acres. This site will be revegetated by the existing native seed bank, as well as with native plants grown from seed
collected in the area and propagated in a local nursery. The proposed 400 acres restoration
area encompasses 35% of Hawaiian Petrel habitat on Lanai. The Lanai population is estimated at
2,000 pairs and is considered the 2nd largest Hawaiian Petrel colony in the world.

Key Strategy 3: Reduce seabird by-catch ($0.25 million)
By-catch mortality in longline fisheries may be the greatest source of adult mortality for Black-footed
and Laysan albatross (Arata et al. 2009). Regulations to minimize by-catch in most United States and
Canadian fleets have been in place for some years. However, monitoring of by-catch and requirements
for mitigation are considerably worse in the much larger multinational fleets operating in the wider
region (Arata et al. 2009). Black-footed Albatross have been listed as endangered (by IUCN) since 2003
based on a projected population decrease of 60% over the next three generations. The primary reason
for the projected decline is mortality associated with by-catch in longline fisheries.
•

Action 1: Identify by-catch threats for Black-foot, Laysan and Short-tailed albatross and
support the development and implementation of appropriate mitigation gear in the high seas
pelagic tuna longline fisheries in the North Pacific.
The extent of albatross mortality in North Pacific pelagic longline fisheries is poorly documented
and understood, but given the likely geographic overlap of all three North Pacific albatross with
this fishery and the size and extent of the fishery, thousands of albatross are likely killed
annually (Arata et al. 2009). Identifying areas of geographic and temporal overlap and
developing science-based mitigation gear has the potential to significantly increase albatross
survival. Outcomes will be measured in terms of number of boats adopting mitigation gear and
numbers of seabirds (albatross) killed annually.
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Key Strategy 4: Capacity Building (Disturbance management & education) ($0.25
million)
•

Action 1: Develop a community-based school program for Hawaiian students to learn about
seabird resources and threats.
Develop a multi-year high school career development program emphasizing Hawaiian seabirds
as a vehicle for exploring marine conservation issues. Tenth and eleventh grade student teams
from underserved Hawaiian schools and communities will meet monthly with program partners
including U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Hawaii Division of Forestry and Wildlife, Office of Hawaiian Affairs, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Friends of Kaena Point and others. During these sessions, students will take part in
seabird conservation and restoration activities and be introduced to best management practice
concepts. Students will be paired with natural resource professionals to learn more about
education and career opportunities. These sessions will mirror restoration actions that will later
be implemented by the students during the pinnacle of the class, a week-long expedition to
Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge. Activities will potentially include: invasive species
removal, native vegetation restoration, nesting surveys, marine debris removal, retrofitting
lights as seabird safe and public outreach media training. At the conclusion of the program, each
student participant will present a multimedia production to their school and peer groups. These
presentations will help solidify the learning experience and inspire others to know and care
more about seabird habitats and the marine environment. This program is proposed as a multiyear effort, with the first year serving as a pilot.

Key Strategy 5: Fill Information Gaps ($1.3 million)
•

Action 1: Develop translocation techniques for Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel.
Expanding and re-establishing populations of Newell’s Shearwater and Hawaiian Petrel is a top
priority for state and federal agencies (Holmes et al 2011). Colony formation in seabirds is
expedited by social attraction in that, the presence; density and success of breeders play a role
in attraction of recruits (Kildaw et al 2005). Managers have successfully used decoys, audio
lures, translocations and habitat management to facilitate the establishment of new colonies
(Jones and Kress 2012). Translocation is an extension of animal husbandry and involves moving
seabird chicks to artificial habitat where they are raised to fledgling age. The development of
species specific diets and artificial habitats is critical to the success of translocation projects and
often relies on developing techniques with non-threatened surrogate species (Miskelly et al
2009). Criteria for developing these techniques include an accessible predator-free location
proximate to existing colonies. Predator-free habitat at Kilauea Point National Wildlife Refuge
will be an ideal location to develop Newell’s Shearwater translocation techniques, while the
enclosed predator-free habitat at Kaena Point, Oahu is an appropriate location for developing
Hawaiian Petrel translocation and chick fostering techniques.
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•

Action 2: Identify breeding locations and establish new colonies for Newell’s Shearwater and
Hawaiian Petrel.
Conserving genetic diversity (Welch et al 2012) and maintaining current inter and intra-island
distributions are key goals of Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s Shearwater recovery. It is essential to
protect existing shearwaters and petrel colonies through predator trapping, especially at sites
where the terrain is too steep to permit predator-proof fencing. It is also important to locate
existing colonies and assess current threats at these sites – especially for Newell’s Shearwater;
the combination of finding and assessing colonies will be important for prioritizing protection of
specific sites and evaluating colony suitability as source colonies for future translocation efforts.
Establishing new colonies (in predator-free locations), through the use of social attraction, will
also be an important tool for expanding current distributions as well as for maintaining genetic
diversity (the recent paper by Welch et al. 2012 concludes that Hawaiian Petrel populations on
each island should be considered individual management units due to distinct genetic
divergence).

•

Action 3: Identify prevalence of plastic pollution in Hawaiian seabirds and the impact on chick
survival and breeding success.
Plastic ingestion is well documented
and is recognized as a widespread
chronic risk factor for seabirds; a
minimum of 44% of all seabird
species are reported to ingest plastic
(Figure 13; Laist 1997). In Hawaii, the
incidence of plastic in Black-footed
and Laysan albatross has been
reported (Sievert and Sileo 1993).
Building on previous NFWF funded
work, faculty at Hawaii Pacific
University are examining community
Figure 13. Ingested plastic.
incidence rates of plastic ingestion for
seabirds with the intent of appropriately
quantifying the risk to inform prioritization
of large-scale waste management improvements. The Hawaiian seabird community is an ideal
study system for the following reasons:(1) it supports a diverse seabird community with both
highly impacted species (i.e. albatross and storm-petrels) ideal for impact studies and
unaffected species (i.e. tropicbirds, Noddies and frigatebirds) ideal for investigating emerging
plastic pathways in marine food webs; (2) ongoing population monitoring and previous data
from 1980’s USFWS plastic assessment will facilitate comparisons; (3) recent research has
documented colony differences in albatross plastic ingestion amounts and types (Hawaii Pacific
University unpublished data); and (4) ease of access to colonies facilitates opportunistic
sampling and rigorous experimental design.
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Despite increasing concern about plastic, not a single study has been initiated to quantify plastic
ingestion impacts on population-level impacts on any seabird species. Thus, the goal of this
effort is to understanding the prevalence of plastic in the Hawaiian seabird community and to
document the impacts of plastic ingestion on chick survivorship four focal procellarids species
(Tristram’s Storm-Petrel, Bonin Petrel, Black-footed and Laysan albatross). NFWF support will be
a departure from previous work as it will support the first assessment of population level risk for
Hawaiian seabirds through an examination of plastic impacts on mortality. Ultimately, reducing
plastic waste in oceans will require a much broader and intense effort by nations across the
globe. Seabird ingestion rates can assess the effectiveness of these actions now and in the
future and can be sentinels for new plastic sources and pathways into food webs.

Future conservation actions
Through the combined actions outlined in the implementation plan several key threats will be resolved
for Hawaiian seabirds. These initial actions will also set the stage for future seabird conservation steps
in the region, including; (a) construction of additional predator-proof fencing on Kauai for Newell’s
Shearwater; (b) eradication of non-native invasive rats from Kahoolawe; (c) eradication of Verbesina
from Sand Island, Midway Atoll NWR; (d) eradication of house mouse from Sand Island, Midway Atoll
NWR and; (e) translocation of Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s Shearwater to other islands. These actions
represent only a partial list of the numerous conservation needs in Hawaii. Fortunately, there is high
capacity and strong support for additional work to benefit seabirds in this region. In addition, the
completion of planned actions in the current implementation plan will allow for an evaluation of
potential conservation needs for additional species, including Band-rumped Storm-Petrel.

Seabirds of the Western/Central Pacific
Key Strategy 1: Fill Information gaps ($0.5 million)
Limited survey data are available for seabirds in American Samoa and the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, especially for nocturnal species. For example, a baseline survey of Mt. Lata on
the island of Ta’u in American Samoa suggests the presence of nocturnal seabird species including at
least two that are considered vulnerable or endangered. Black rats are now present on Ta’u and their
impact on seabirds and additional avian species is unknown. In addition, surveys for seabirds on islands
in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands have identified several locations supporting
nesting colonies. However, nocturnal surveys have never been conducted at these locations. As a result,
presence of seabirds is largely unknown. Invasive animals are known to be present throughout the
Commonwealth Islands and are a significant threat for endemic birds and mammals. Acoustic cues have
long been an important part of bird monitoring projects. Recent technology now makes it possible to
deploy passive acoustic recorders that can sample the ambient acoustic environment over long-periods
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of time. Field recordings can then be processed with pattern recognition software to detect presence of
individual species.
•

Action 1: Assess nocturnal seabird populations on federal lands in American Samoa and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
Partner with the National Park Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Department of Defense
to deploy acoustic sensors for detecting nocturnal seabird presence at select locations with
known invasive animal threats in American Samoa and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands. Acoustic sensors offer a low-impact way to assess the presence and relative
abundance of species over long sampling periods. Two types of sensor are currently available for
acoustic surveys – a commercially available sensor platform (Songmeter; Wildlife Acoustics, Inc.,
Concord, Massachusetts) and new wireless sensor network developed by in the Coastal Action
Conservation Lab at the University of California Santa Cruz. An assessment of nocturnal seabird
presence and abundance is crucial to conservation planning in the region. Several seabird
species likely to occur are national and global priorities for conservation. The distribution of
these nocturnal seabirds is also likely to overlap with additional species that are high priorities
for conservation and thus these data have the potential to direct new conservation investments
to a region that would benefit an array of high priority species.

Future conservation actions
The single investment outlined in the implementation plan for Seabirds of the Western/Central Pacific is
entirely designed to build capacity through direct engagement with biologists and managers in the
region and that will result in expanded conservation capacity and action. Thus, this initial action sets the
stage for additional steps, including : (a) a species prioritization exercise that integrates data from the
initial investment with a threat assessment; and (b) a non-native, invasive species prioritization effort to
integrate seabird data with invasive species data.
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Risks
Risk is an uncertain event or condition which, if it occurs, could have a negative effect on a desired
outcome. A suite of potential risk categories that could impede progress towards the stated
conservation outcomes has been identified and qualitatively evaluated in the context of desired
biological and other types of outcomes. A quantitative summary of risk for the Pacific Seabird Program is
summarized in Table 5 and Figure 14.
Table 5. Risk assessment summary and scoring for Pacific Seabird Program
RISKS TO SUCCESS

Probability of
occurring

Impact if it
occurs

Score

Regulatory Risks: Specific, preferred toxicants -- not currently
authorized for intended uses in certain countries -- may have
to proceed through the environmental review and registration
process, which could delay or prohibit use.

.1

.4

Low

Financial Risks: Great interest in recovery of seabirds, though
partners may be challenged to match NFWF funding.

.1

.4

Low

Environmental Risks: Sea level rise and enhanced storm surges
would be detrimental to many species; Marine plastic pollution
-- widespread and largely uncontrolled -- is a source of
mortality for some species; Introduced non-native species
could cause problems, but likelihood is low.

.3

.4

Moderate

Scientific Risks: Population size and distribution for some
species is largely unknown; Lack adequate knowledge of
effects of ocean-borne contaminants, marine debris, and other
stressors.

.3

.2

Moderate

Social Risks: Commercial fisheries bycatch requires
cooperation of fishing industry.

.3

.2

Moderate

n/a

n/a

n/a

.2

.2

Low

Economic Risks: Not applicable to this initiative
Institutional Risks: Land owners and regulating organizations
may be reluctant to engage in non-native invasive animal
removal programs.

Regulatory: Invasive animal and plant removal actions require extensive planning and often require
compliance review and also require endangered species reviews for actions affecting listed species. At
any point in the review process objections or calls for additional information can stall the review.
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Level of Risk

Thorough and careful project
Risk Score = 9
planning should alleviate most
compliance concerns. Although
invasive removal programs generally
Low
3
have broad support, especially in
light of the expected outcomes, the
use of pesticides and lethal control
of invasive mammals could trigger
Moderate
6
challenges. While those sorts of
challenges are not anticipated for
most projects, in certain
0
1
2
3
4
5
communities the distinct possibility
Number of Risk Factors
exists of opposition to potential
invasive animal removal programs.
Figure 14: Pacific Seabird Program Risk Summary
The risk here though, is likely to
result in temporary delays in
implementation, not in terms of being unable to complete these projects.
Financial: Two types of financial risk events have the potential to prevent long-term success: (1)
insufficient generation of funds by NFWF and its partners during the course of this initiative; (2) the
ability of partners to maintain necessary funding for conservation activities once NFWF exits from the
program. The fundraising history of potential project partners is an important consideration in assessing
risk to this program. Further, working on remote islands increases logistical costs. Specifically, invasive
animal removal programs tend to be expensive projects that require sustained investment throughout
all the phases of assessment, planning, implementation and monitoring and a commitment of resources
from the first stages, since even temporary disruptions can compromise the success of the project.
NFWF has secured a generous donation from a private donor that is expected to cover approximately
50% of the overall costs associated with this business plan. That, combined with other NFWF federal
and non-federal funds and the strong fundraising track record and commitment of key partners involved
in developing and implementing this program, suggests a relatively low risk that funding shortfalls will
create a significant obstacle to program completion. This optimism does not mean that fundraising by
NFWF or partners will not be challenging, only that a significant portion of the overall obligation is
already likely to have been met for most projects identified in this business plan. In addition, projects
included in the business plan can be broadly characterized as those in which partners believe that fundraising opportunities are relatively strong.
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Environmental: Weather and other logistical challenges
are always a concern on remote islands. Seabirds have
evolved in an environment that is regularly affected by
severe weather events and habitat change, so natural
hazards are not likely to affect this suite of species to any
great extent. Problems from invasive species are of
concern, but this business plan addresses those threats.
Marine pollution is also a concern for some species. The
greatest environmental problem is likely to stem from
global climate change: changes in oceanic currents and
oceanic temperature could affect food resources (and
thus reproduction and survival), sea-level rise, storm
frequency, and quality of nesting habitat because of
storm surges. Overall, the short-term environmental risks
are low. Over the long-term (>50 years), however,
changing oceanic currents and climatic patterns are likely
to severely challenge seabird populations. The efforts
put forth through the Pacific Seabird Program are
intended to heighten resilience of nesting islands and
seabird populations to those changes.

Categories of Risk Events
Regulatory. Existing or potential
future laws, regulations, policies, or
judicial decisions.
Financial. Level or stability of
financial resources necessary to
implement strategies outlined in
business plan.
Environmental. Biological or
environmental.
Scientific. Scientific understanding
of the threats or necessary
conservation actions.
Social. Social conditions or
considerations.
Economic. Existing or anticipated
economic factors or conditions.

Scientific: First and foremost, the body of science that
Institutional. Existing or anticipated
underlies this program, and the practical application of
institutional capabilities.
that knowledge through conservation programs have a
deep base. Therefore, risk is relatively low with respect
to problems caused by lack of scientific knowledge. In
those cases where scientific knowledge is low, the business plan outlines a plan for obtaining that
information prior to implementation of conservation actions.
There are several other areas of scientific risk with this type of program including, incomplete
biosecurity planning, unintended non-target species impacts during invasive removal programs,
incomplete and poorly designed assessments and incorrectly identified primary threats. However, NFWF
is managing those risks by working very closely with highly experienced organizations and agencies to
ensure that those pitfalls do not occur. Biosecurity and the threat of reintroduction are always
challenges to eradication and restoration projects. Incorporation of bio-security planning into project
design is the surest way to eliminate the risk of re-introductions. Risks impacts to non-target species
must always be dealt with in projects that involve eradicating invasive species. Assessing population and
breeding changes in long-lived island and burrow nesting seabirds presents numerous challenges, yet
with detailed study plans, that integrate analyses and outcomes most of these risks are easily overcome.
Identification of primary threats in inherently stochastic systems is challenging. Certainly, unexpected
biosecurity shortfalls, non-target species impacts, and problems assessing baseline population levels
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represent slight risks. However, overall, the probability of success is high because of the careful
attention to planning.
Social: Many of the desired biological outcomes identified in the business plan are dependent upon
changes in existing human behaviors that pose threats to Pacific seabird populations. Social risks
revolve around securing and maintaining those desired behavioral changes including, for example, the
willingness of a community to adopt seabird-friendly changes or support the removal of invasive animals
or the willingness of fishing industry regulators, business owners, and captains to adopt and implement
the use of seabird mitigation gear or to adjust fishing harvest levels on commercially valuable species
that are also used as primary prey for seabirds. To reduce the risk brought on by social concerns over
protection measures and potential policy changes, program partners may want to investigate innovative
means of creating incentive for change like enhancing ecotourism opportunities in local communities or
developing economic impact models that demonstrate the loss of fishing revenues by high by-catch
rates and other ways to reward communities for their commitments to conservation. Of all the
potential risk factors at work, risk associated with human behavioral change is difficult to predict due to
the unpredictable nature of human response. A moderate to high likelihood that social risks will
materialize and interfere with intended outcomes is anticipated. As above, managing for this risk upfront and taking steps to ensure that those risks are minimized is paramount here.
Economic: Because of the clear interaction between some of the programs conservation components
and economic costs to stakeholders, further deterioration of the global economy could have a significant
pull on the willingness of stakeholders to adopt conservation measures that benefit seabirds. The
health of the global economy also could affect the ability of partners to raise matching funds. Changes
in the monetary value of ocean resources that are harvested for human consumption also could
challenge the success of this program because of greater intensity of, or interest in, those harvest
operations by humans. Ocean “commodity” markets therefore represent an unknown future risk.
While any conservation program is likely to face modest economic risks, the relative exposure of the
Pacific Seabird Program to those risks is not considered to be excessive because: (a) most actions
proposed do not have direct connections to local or regional economies (though exceptions do exist, i.e.
by-catch and forage fish issues); and (b) solutions that are likely to be proposed and adopted to the
fisheries-associated activities are not especially costly to those industries. Hence, susceptibility of this
program to external economic conditions is not thought to be greater than any conservation program.
Institutional: Potential project partners identified in the Pacific Seabird Program differ to some extent in
their capacity to develop and implement components of this program but, overall, an extremely high
level of experience and competence exists in the partner base that has formed around the Pacific
Seabird Program. NFWF program managers are managing any risk here by thoroughly screening
prospective grantees for their ability to fully manage assigned projects. Much of that assessment will be
based upon documented past performance. For organizations with a long history of completing similar
projects there is a high probability of successfully completing proposed actions; risk increases for
organizations or projects where the lead partner lacks that significant history. Overall, the risk is low that
institutional capacity will inhibit program success.
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Funding Needs5
Key Strategy

Total Budget

NFWF Funds

FOCAL GEOGRAPHY: Alaskan Seabirds
Invasive animals
By-catch
Community capacity
Information gaps

Grantee Match

$2,706,904
$1,319,161
$452,000
$514,000

$1,179,604
$659,161
$132,000
$189,000

$1,527,300
$660,000
$320,000
$325,000

$10,364,080
$750,000
$735,850
$61,684
$930,000

$3,969,580
$375,000
$310,425
$30,842
$465,000

$6,394,500
$375,000
$425,425
$30,842
$465,000

Invasive animals
Invasive plants
By-catch
Community capacity

$4,635,000
$775,000
$1,250,000
$730,000

$1,697,487
$387,500
$625,000
$372,500

$2,937,513
$387,500
$625,000
$357,500

Invasive animals
Invasive plants
By-catch
Community capacity
Information gaps

$10,404,496
$7,367,920
$500,000
$479,969
$2,774,703

$3,817,329
$3,667,920
$250,000
$239,969
$1,354,333

$6,587,167
$3,700,000
$250,000
$240,000
$1,420,370

$1,998,050

$998,050

$48,748,817

$20,720,700

$5,000,000

$2,500,000

$2,500,000

$53,748,817

$23,220,700

$30,528,117

FOCAL GEOGRAPHY: California Current Seabirds
Invasive animals
Invasive plants
By-catch
Information gaps
Forage fish

FOCAL GEOGRAPHY: Chilean Seabirds

FOCAL GEOGRAPHY: Hawaiian Seabirds

Information Gaps/SBIRD/Western-Central Pacific Regions
Information Gaps

Estimated totals
Strategy development
and program
assessment
Totals
5

$1,000,000

Financial Summary
$28,028,117

Total costs for each strategy are not final – they are the best approximation of funding needs as currently understood for
business plan.
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Evaluation
Timely success of this program requires dedication to an evaluation process that focuses on individual
projects and the collective outcomes across all projects. At both levels, the Pacific Seabird Program will
determine whether the planned actions are achieving the desired results.
At the project level, grant proposals are first assessed based on their alignment with program goals.
Individual grant projects subsequently funded by NFWF will be evaluated based upon the proposed
activities and anticipated outcomes identified in grant agreement. As part of each project’s annual (for
multi-year awards) and final reports, individual grantees will provide an update on key activity and
outcome metrics associated with the project.
At the initiative or program level, NFWF’s initiative or program director, evaluator, and key external
partners work together to develop results chains which outline key strategies, anticipated intermediate
and long-term outcomes, and the priority metrics for measuring progress at different stages of the
initiative. These metrics are incorporated into NFWF’s application process to ensure greater consistency
in the monitoring efforts conducted by individual grantees.
Although the Keystone Initiatives and underlying programs were developed to be outcomes-focused,
the diversity of conservation targets and strategies incorporated into each business plan made it difficult
to compare progress across initiatives or to aggregate results from different initiatives to describe the
Foundation’s conservation impact at the organizational level.
To allow for a common comparison of progress on strategies and outcomes across diverse initiatives and
programs, the common conservation framework and scorecard were developed. A review of initiative
and program business plans revealed that nearly all of the key strategies for achieving initiative
conservation goals could be classified into six categories, which focus predominately on the habitat and
threat reduction outcomes that are necessary precursors for achieving species goals. Initiative and
program outcomes were then classified into three categories focused on species and other key
conservation outcomes.
The scorecard is used to capture a snapshot of progress to date on the program funding and conservation goals. The objective is to work towards ensuring that the metrics used to show progress under
each category can be rolled up to better illustrate the impact that NFWF as a whole has on both habitat
and species outcomes.
To assess interim progress on the initiative, NFWF’s in-house evaluator will conduct or oversee a rapid
assessment at least once every two years. The assessment will examine the program using five broad
criteria:
• Funding success: Level of progress on generating funds required to implement program
• Conservation outcomes: Level of progress on conservation strategies and outcomes

•
•
•

Partner commitment: Level of partner commitment to program strategies and outcomes and
NFWF’s role in fostering that commitment
Long-term sustainability: Existence of mechanisms for sustaining program outcomes over the
long-term
Program improvement: Successes and limitations of the program’s implementation in order to
learn how we can improve on the process in the future

At a later stage of the program’s lifecycle, a comprehensive third-party evaluation will be commissioned.
This independent evaluation might assess effectiveness of the program strategy, fidelity of the process
(i.e., whether the initiative was implemented as designed), achievement of aggregate outcomes across
all projects, and the reasons behind any discrepancy between expected and observed outcomes. Sample
questions could include:
•
•
•
•

Did funding provided through the Pacific Seabird Program leverage additional conservation
dollars?
Were conservation actions for seabirds initiated that otherwise would not have been completed
or conducted without NFWF funding?
Did the program target the defensible, high value geographies and species?
Did funding through the program result in greater capacity within the seabird community to
plan, implement and conduct a comprehensive program?

Findings of monitoring and evaluation activities will be used to continuously learn from our grant making
and inform future decision-making to ensure program success.
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Long-Term NFWF Support
This business plan lays out a strategy to achieve clear outcomes that benefit shearwaters over a 5- to 6year period. At that time, it is expected that the conservation actions taken under this program will
have brought about new institutional and possibly societal standards (e.g., more effective management
and polices for conservation of seabirds, greater recognition by local residents of importance of sound
conservation) and environmental changes (e.g., higher quality habitat on islands) that will have set
seabird populations in a positive direction such that maintaining those successes will be possible
without further (or greatly reduced) NFWF funding. To help ensure that the population and other gains
made over the course or 5-6 years won’t be lost after the exit of NFWF funding, the partnership must
seek development of solutions that are long-lasting, cost-effective, and can be maintained at lower
levels of funding in the future. Therefore, part of the evaluations of this program will address that
staying power and the likelihood that successful strategies will remain successful at lower management
intensity and financial investment.
The adaptive nature of this program will also allow NFWF and partners to regularly evaluate the
strategies behind our objectives, make necessary course corrections or addition within the 5-6 year
frame of this business plan. In some cases these corrections and additions may warrant increased
investment by NFWF and other partners. However, it is also possible that NFWF would reduce or
eliminate support for this initiative if periodic evaluation indicates that further investments are unlikely
to be productive in the context of the intended outcomes.
The conservation goals outlined in this business plan will guide funding decisions in future NFWF grant
making. That grant making will focus on two key outcomes: increasing breeding success and increasing
adult survival. Successful projects will lead to measurable improvements in those two metrics.
Given that seabird conservation is a long-term investment, the Pacific Seabird Program will periodically
adjust course as needed based upon project findings, advancements in knowledge, or unique
opportunities. This adaptive approach may involve divesting in populations that are in less need of
attention and increasing investment in populations with greater needs.
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Additional Benefits
Isolated oceanic islands are often characterized by a high degree of endemism. Actions intended to
benefit seabirds on remote oceanic islands can also provide threat reduction for additional endemics.
Removal of invasive animals and plants certainly has the potential to benefit endemic vertebrates,
invertebrates and plant communities. A partial list of additional species benefits includes….

Hawaiian Seabirds
Species
Laysan Duck

IUCN listing
Critically Endangered

Expected outcome
Population increase

Chilean Seabirds (Focal species: Pink-footed Shearwater)
Species
Robinson Crusoe
Austral Thrush
Green-backed Firecrown
Juan Fernández Firecrown
Juan Fernandez Tit-tyrant
De Filippi's Petrel
Kermadec Petrel
White-bellied Storm-Petrel
Mocha
Chilean Snowy Plover
Eupsophus insularis (frog)
Guanay Cormorant
Long-clawed mole mouse
Long-haired grass mouse
Long-tailed pygmy rice rat
Olive grass mouse
Pacific degu (small rodent)
Peruvian Booby
Peruvian Pelican

IUCN listing

Expected outcome

Least Concern
Least Concern
Critically Endangered
Near Threatened
Vulnerable
Least Concern
Least Concern

Population increase
Population increase
Population increase
Population increase
Re-colonization
Re-colonization
Re-colonization

Least Concern
Critically Endangered
Near Threatened
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Critically Endangered
Least Concern
Near Threatened

Population increase
Population increase
Population increase
Population increase
Population increase
Population increase
Population increase
Population increase
Re-colonization
Re-colonization

IUCN listing
Endangered

Expected outcome
Local population increase (Naked Islands)

Alaskan Seabirds
Species
Marbled Murrelet
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Seabirds of the California Current System
Species
Socorro
Socorro Dove
Socorro Mockingbird
Socorro Parakeet
Socorro Wren
SE Farallon
Farallon arboreal
salamander
Farallon camel cricket

IUCN listing

Expected outcome

Extinct in Wild
Critically Endangered
Endangered
Near Threatened

Re-Introduction
Population increase
Population increase
Population increase

Least Concern

Population increase

Critically Endangered

Population increase
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Appendix 1: Common and Latin names of species listed in the
business plan.
Common Name
Ancient Murrelet
Arctic Tern
Ashy Storm-Petrel
Audubon's Shearwater
Band-rumped Storm-Petrel
Black Noddy
Black Storm-Petrel
Black-browed Albatross
Black-footed Albatross
Black-legged Kittiwake
Black-vented Shearwater
Blue-footed Booby
Bonin Petrel
Brandt's Cormorant
Brown Booby
Brown Noddy
Brown Pelican
Buller’s Shearwater
Bulwer's Petrel
Cassin's Auklet
Christmas Shearwater
Collared Petrel
Common Murre
Craveri's Murrelet
Crested Auklet
De Fillipi's Petrel
Double-crested Cormorant
Fork-tailed Storm-Petrel
Glaucous-winged Gull
Gray-backed Tern
Great Frigatebird
Grey-headed Albatross
Guadalupe Storm-Petrel
Guanay Cormorant
Hawaiian Petrel
Herald Petrel
Horned Puffin
Humboldt Penguin
Inca Tern
Kermadec Petrel

SEABIRDS

Latin names
Synthliboramphus antiques
Sterna paradiseae
Oceanodroma homochroa
Puffinus lherminieri
Oceanodroma castro
Anous minutus
Oceanodroma melania
Thalassarche melanophrys
Phoebastria nigripes
Rissa tridactyla
Puffinus opisthomelas
Sula nebouxii
Pterodroma hypoleuca
Phalacrocorax penicillatus
Sula leucogaster
Anous stolidus
Pelecanus occidentalis
Puffinus bulleri
Bulweria bulwerii
Ptychoramphus aleuticus
Puffinus nativitatis
Pterodroma brevipes
Uria aalge
Synthliboramphus craveri
Aethia cristatella
Pterodroma defilippiana
Phalacrocorax auritus
Oceanodroma furcata
Larus glaucescens
Onychoprion lunatus
Fregata minor
Thalassarche chrysostoma
Oceanodroma macrodactyla
Phalacrocorax bougainvillii
Pterodroma sandwichensis
Pterodroma heraldica
Fratercula corniculata
Spheniscus humboldti
Larosterna inca
Pterodroma neglecta
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Kittlitz's Murrelet
Laysan Albatross
Leach's Storm-Petrel
Least Auklet
Least Storm-Petrel
Marbled Murrelet
Masked Booby
Newell's Shearwater
Northern Fulmar
Parakeet Auklet
Pelagic Cormorant
Peruvian Booby
Peruvian Pelican
Phoenix Petrel
Pigeon Guillemot
Pink-footed Shearwater
Polynesian Storm-Petrel
Red-faced Cormorant
Red-footed Booby
Red-legged Kittiwake
Red-tailed Tropicbird
Rhinoceros Auklet
Short-tailed Albatross
Sooty Shearwater
Sooty Tern
Tahiti Petrel
Thick-billed Murre
Townsend's Shearwater
Tristram's Storm-Petrel
Tufted Puffin
Waved Albatross
Wedge-tailed Shearwater
Western Gull
White-chinned Petrel
White Tern
White-bellied Storm-Petrel
White-tailed Tropicbird
Xantus’s Murrelet
Barn Owl
Burrowing Owl
House Mouse
Cactus Mouse
Black Rat
Domestic Sheep

Brachyramphus brevirostris
Phoebastria immutabilis
Oceanodroma leucorhoa
Aethia pusilla
Halocyptena microsoma
Brachyramphus marmoratus
Sula dactylatra
Puffinus newelli
Fulmarus glacialis
Aethia psittacula
Phalacrocorax pelagicus
Sula variegata
Pelecanus thagus
Pterodroma alba
Cepphus columba
Puffinus creatopus
Nesofregetta fuliginosa
Phalacrocorax urile
Sula sula
Rissa brevirostris
Phaethon rubricauda
Cerorhinca monocerata
Phoebastria albatrus
Puffinus griseus
Onychoprion fuscatus
Pseudobulweria rostrata
Uria lomvia
Puffinus auricularis
Oceanodroma tristrami
Fratercula cirrhata
Phoebastria irrorata
Puffinus pacificus
Larus occidentalis
Procellaria aequinoctialis
Gygis alba
Fregetta grallaria
Phaethon lepturus
Synthliboramphus hypoleucus
BIRDS

MAMMALS

Tyto alba
Athene cunicularia
Mus musculus
Peromyscus eremicus cedrosensis
Rattus rattus
Ovis aries
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Golden Crownbeard
Strawberry Guava

PLANTS

Verbesina encelioides
Psidium cattleianum
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Appendix 2: Focal species profiles
Ashy Storm-Petrel - Oceanodroma homochroa
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Candidate species
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Endangered
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Red
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: Highly
Imperiled
Distribution and Current Population:
• Ashy Storm-Petrel is endemic to the California Current
• Breeding range extends from the Los Coronados Islands of
Northern Mexico to Mendocino County, California
• Non-breeding range is also largely confined to the California Current, especially the
slope and shelf break regions
• Current population is estimated at 5,200-10,000 individuals (Carter et al. 1992,
Ainley 1995)
• ~50% of population nests on SE Farallon Island and ~50% nesting on Channel Islands
Threats:
• Predation by house mice, Barn Owls, Burrowing Owls and Western Gulls reduce
adult survival and breeding success
Breeding locations and non-breeding movements of the
• Bright lights used by near-shore squid fishing and other commercial and recreational
Ashy Storm-Petrel in the California Current
vessels during the breeding season increase predation levels
• Climate changes, for example through declines in primary productivity associated with warming and reduced upwelling or the effects of
ocean acidification on crustacean prey species

NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support the eradication of house mice from SE Farallon Island
• Support the re-location of Barn Owls from Santa Barbara Island
• Support surveys of Northern California coast offshore rocks to provide information for ESA listing review
Conservation Outcomes:
•

•
•

One island (South East Farallon Island [SEFI]) free of nonnative vertebrates; predators removed from a second
island
Reduce Burrowing Owl predation by 90% on SEFI
Increase SEFI Ashy Storm-Petrel population 25% within 20
years

Projected benefit for Ashy Storm-Petrel following the removal of non native house
mouse from SEFI
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Black-footed Albatross - Phoebastria nigripes
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Not listed
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Vulnerable
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Red
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: Highly
Imperiled
Distribution and Current Population:
• Black-footed Albatross ranges across the entire north
Pacific
• Breeding range is centered in the NW Hawaiian Islands
and includes three islands in Japan
• Current population estimate is 64,500 pairs (Flint 2007;
Naughton et al 2007)
• ~70% of population nests at Midway Atoll (24,000 pairs) and Laysan Island
(21,000 pairs)
• Population declined at turn of the century due to hunting and egg
collecting; after a period of recovery, current trends suggest a declining
population
Threats:
• By-catch in longline fisheries, including pelagic and demersal longline fleets
• Habitat loss due to Verbesina encelioides, an aggressive invasive plant
• Climate-induced sea-level rise and storm-surge
• Plastic ingestion (possibly)
NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support the eradication of Verbesina from Midway and Kure Atoll
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Photo by Paul McKenzie

Black-footed Albatross breeding and non-breeding range in the
North Pacific

•
•
•

Support research and development of appropriate mitigation for demersal longline fleet in along the U.S. west coast
Support research and development of appropriate mitigation for international based pelagic longline fleets in the Western Pacific
Support research documenting foraging locations of individuals nesting on Kure Atoll, the western most U.S. breeding location in Hawaii,
to identify potential overlap with known pelagic longline fisheries

Conservation Outcomes 4:
• Two islands free of Verbesina – and a third island is partially restored; 715 acres restored for nesting seabirds
• Increase breeding success 100% in former Verbesina dominated habitat
• 2,000 additional albatross chicks produced per year
• Increase global population ~7% (20 years)
• Decrease by-catch in two Pacific fisheries

4

A population model will be developed in 2013 to estimate the demographic outcomes of conservation investments.
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Hawaiian Petrel - Pterodroma sandwichensis
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Endangered
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Vulnerable
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Red
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: Highly
Imperiled
Distribution and Current Population:
• Hawaiian Petrel is endemic to Hawaii.
• Known colonies are found on Hawaii, Maui, Lanai and Kauai
• Non-breeding range is largely unknown, but likely includes
areas in the eastern and western tropical Pacific
• Current population estimated at 9,000-16,000 individuals
based on at sea surveys (Spear et al 1995); historic
population much greater than present
• Largest breeding populations known from Maui (Haleakala National Park) and Lanai;
trends suggest a declining population but more information is needed
Threats:
• Predation and habitat destruction by non-native invasive animals including pigs, goats,
cattle, axis deer, mouflon sheep, mongoose, cats, rats and Barn Owls
• Habitat loss to invasive plants, especially strawberry guava
• Collisions with fences, towers and power lines, as well as attraction to bright lights at
fledging are additional sources of mortality
• Wind energy development is a potential threat for some colonies (i.e. Lanai)
• Climate changes, for example through declines in oceanic primary productivity
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Photo by Jim Denny / kauaibirds.com

Hawaiian Petrel breeding and foraging range

NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support construction of cat- and mongoose-proof fencing in Volcanoes National Park to protect the remaining petrels on Mauna Loa
• Support removal of Strawberry Guava from the Lanai’hale petrel colony
• Support construction of predator-proof fencing in the Lanai’hale colony
• Support predator removal programs at Haleakala National Park
• Support research to develop translocation techniques for moving Hawaiian Petrel to predator-free habitats
Conservation Outcomes 5:
• Permanent protection of two breeding colonies through the construction of predator-proof fencing
• Establish one additional population through development of translocation techniques; establish an additional breeding population in a
predator-free environment
• Restore ~400 acres (35%) of the total Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s Shearwater breeding habitat on Lanai through removal of invasive
plants
• Increased reproductive success by 10%

5

A population model is needed for Hawaiian Petrel and several partners are interested in developing that model, but a timeline for completion has not been
established. A basic population model has been developed but is outdated.
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Kittlitz’s Murrelet Brachyramphus brevirostris
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Candidate
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Critically Endangered
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Red
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: High Concern
Distribution and Current Population:
• Kittlitz’s Murrelet is found from SE Alaska, through the
Aleutians into portions of the U.S and Russian Bering and
Chuckchi Sea
• 70% of population occurs in the U.S.
• Current population is estimated to be 20,000-40,000
individuals (USFWS 2009)
• Survey data suggests population may have undergone a rapid and
steep decline (80-90%) between the late 1980s and early 2000s;
however; that conclusion is under debate
Threats:
• Due to cryptic nature of the species, relative paucity of biological data
and uncertainty about demographic trends, numerous potential
threats have been identified, including:
o Loss of tide-water glacial habitat due to climate change;
habitat degradation and disturbance due to commercial and
recreational boats
o Gill net mortality
o High predation pressure on nests and adults
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Kittlitz's Murrelet breeding range

NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support research that contributes to Endangered Species Act
listing review and identifies principle threats
o Support conservation genetics research for listing review
o Support reproductive ecology study to identify
demographic parameters for population models and
threats to reproduction including predation
o Support research/review of predation impacts
Conservation Outcomes:
• Complete four research projects to fill information gaps
necessary for improved conservation of the species and
completion of the ESA listing review
This chart is included to illustrate problems with current
population estimates: the figure summarizes counts of
adult Kittlitz’s Murrelets from Icy Bay, a site that has been
well monitored since 2002. Despite annual survey effort the
variance for each count remains high, creating uncertainty
about the current trajectory of the population. Overall,
large scale count data for this species have similar, if not
more exaggerated problems. These issues underscore the
need to support a thorough review of the species including
survey methodologies and modeling exercises.
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Laysan Albatross Phoebastria immutabilis
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Not listed
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Near threatened
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Red
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: High Concern
Distribution and Current Population:
• Laysan Albatross populations have recovered from declines during the 1980s and
early 1990s but remain below historic estimates; albatross populations were
decimated by feather industry in early 1900s
• Laysan Albatross nest in >16 locations across North Pacific, from Mexico to Japan
• Current population is 591,000 breeding pair which equates to approximately 1.7
million individuals (Naughton et al 2007)
• 90% of population nests at three locations in Hawaii (Midway Atoll, Laysan Island
and French Frigate Shoals)
Threats:
• By-catch, although the risk and mortality rate has declined; mortality likely
continues in some Pacific fisheries including the pelagic Tuna longline fleets
operating in the Western Pacific
• Non-native invasive animals on breeding island in Hawaii and Mexico
• Habitat loss due to Verbesina encelioides, an aggressive invasive plant
• Plastic ingestion (possibly)
NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support eradication of Verbesina from Midway and Kure Atoll
• Support eradication of non-native invasive cats from Guadalupe Island, Mexico
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Photo by Paul McKenzie

•
•

Support research and development of appropriate mitigation for commercial fishing by Russian fleets in Western Bering Sea,
Mexican longline fleets near Guadalupe Island and for international based pelagic longline fleets in the Western Pacific
Support research on ingested plastic incidence and impacts of survival and demography of Albatross

Conservation Outcomes 6:
• Two islands free of Verbesina – and a third island is partially restored; 715 acres restored for nesting seabirds
• Increase breeding success 100% in former Verbesina dominated habitat
• 19,000 to 47,000 additional Laysan Albatross fledglings produced by year 7
• Increase population growth rate from 0.024 to 0.069

6

A comprehensive modeling effort is scheduled for completion in 2013.
Extrapolated from model predictions (Finkelstein and Seivert 2012) of 2,000 to 5,000 additional Laysan Albatross fledglings produced per 75 acres of
Verbesina habitat.

7
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Newell’s Shearwater Puffinus newelli
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Threatened
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Vulnerable
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Red
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: Highly
Imperiled
Distribution and Current Population:
• Newell’s Shearwater is endemic to Hawaii.
• 90% of world’s population nests on Kauai, with smaller
numbers on Hawaii, Maui, Lanai and Molokai
• Overall population appears to be declining; radar surveys
and recoveries of grounded fledglings both indicate a
>60% decline between 1970s and 2002
• Overall population is estimated at 84,000 individuals with ~16,700 -19,300 breeding
pairs – estimates are derived from at sea surveys in the 1990s (Spear et al 1995)
Threats:
• Non-native invasive predators (cat, rat, dog, pig and barn owls – possibly mongoose)
• Collisions with power lines and communication towers
• Artificial lighting (increases mortality through collision and grounding which can lead
to increased predation)
• Habitat loss due to invasive plants (strawberry guava), natural events (hurricanes) and
non-native, invasive ungulates (pigs, sheep and goats)
NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support removal of Polynesian rats from Lehua Island
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The breeding range of Newell's Shearwater

•
•
•
•

Support construction of a predator-proof fence at Kilauea Point NWR and predator control on the refuge
Support development of translocation techniques
Support control of invasive plants on Lanai
Support surveys for Newell’s Shearwater

Conservation Outcomes:
• Establish one additional population in a predator-free environment through development of translocation techniques
• Restore ~400 acres (35%) of the total Hawaiian Petrel and Newell’s Shearwater breeding habitat on Lanai through removal of invasive
plants
a)

b)

Newell’s shearwaters in a translocated population of up to 20 chicks per year for five years, 21 to 40 chicks per year for 10 years, and 41 to 60 chicks per
year for 10 years, including a) projected growth rate translocated population, and b) translocation benefit expressed as the numbers of birds added to
the total population compared to no management – from (Greismer and Holmes 2011)
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Pink-footed Shearwater Puffinus creatopus
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Not listed
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Vulnerable
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Red
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: High concern
Distribution and Current Population:
• Pink-footed Shearwater nest on three islands in Chile (
Robinson Crusoe Island, Santa Clara Island, and Mocha
Island)
• Non-breeding range extends from the Humboldt to the
northern California Current
• Current population is estimated at 20,000-25,000 breeding
pairs or 100,000 individuals; historic estimates suggest the
population exceeded 1 million
• ~90% of the population nests on Mocha Island

Photo by Glen Tepke/pbase.com/gtepke

Threats:
• Predation in colonies on Robinson Crusoe and Mocha Islands (key predators
include cats and rats (dogs and coatimundi on Robinson Crusoe)
• Habitat loss due to erosion, a consequence of non-native invasive rabbits and
ungulates
• Human consumption (Mocha Island).
• By-catch in South American fisheries is suspected but largely undocumented
• Collisions with utility wires and grounding of young birds due to artificial
lighting
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NFWF Conservation Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support eradication of goats from Robinson Crusoe Island
Support development of operational plans for removal of non native invasive predators (cats, coatimundi and rats) from Robinson
Crusoe Island
Support development of a feasibility assessment for removing non native invasive cats from Mocha Island
Support restoration of Santa Clara Island through planting native vegetation
Support outreach and capacity building workshops and education on Robinson Crusoe and Mocha Island, including training of park
guards on Mocha Island
Support a by-catch assessment effort in Ecuador, Peru and Chile in the drift net and purse seine fisheries; support development of at
least one trial mitigation strategy for each fisheries

Conservation Outcomes 8:
• Increase breeding habitat by 500 acres
• Increase reproductive success 10%
• Increase adult survival 5%
• Increase global population by 4% (20 years)

8

A population model is in development and scheduled for preliminary completion late in 2012.
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Red-legged Kittiwake Rissa brevirostris
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Not listed
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Vulnerable
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Yellow
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: High Concern
Distribution and Current Population:
• Red-legged Kittiwake is the only seabird endemic to the Bering Sea
• Breeding range includes St. Paul and St George Island in the Pribilof
Islands, Bogoslof and Buldir Islands in the Aleutians and
Commander Islands, Russia
• Current population is estimated at 330,000 – 370,000 individuals
• ~80% of global population nests on St Paul and St George Islands
Threats:
• Shifts is prey abundance due to commercial fishing activity
• Development of a harbor on the Pribilof Islands increases the risk of an accidental
introduction of rats and other non native invasive predators
• Human harvest on St. Paul
• Rat predation on the Commander Islands, Russia
NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support development of a population model to guide human harvest on St. Paul Island
• Support enhancement of rat prevention and bio-security programs on the Pribilof Islands (St. George and St. Paul are currently rat free).
Conservation Outcomes:
• Population model for Pribilof Island Red-legged Kittiwakes with harvest scenarios to guide future management
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•

Decrease adult mortality by at least1%
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Townsend’s Shearwater Puffinus auricularis
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Not listed
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Critically Endangered
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Not listed
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: Highly
Imperiled
Distribution and Current Population:
• Townsend’s Shearwater is restricted to the high elevation
regions of Mount Evermann on Socorro Island in the
Revillagigedo Islands, Mexico
Photo by Peter Hodum
• Former breeding islands included Clarion and San Benedicto
Islands; also in the Revillagigedo Islands, Mexico
• Birds were extirpated from San Benedicto by volcanic
eruption in 1952; introduction of pigs to Clarion in late 1970s has presumably resulted in extirpation
• The current population is estimated at <100 breeding pairs or a maximum of 350-1,500 individuals (J. Martínez-Gomez in litt. 2007,
2008, 2009)
• ~100% of the population nests on Socorro Island
Threats:
• Predation by introduced cats on Socorro Island is the key threat to the persistence of this species; introduced sheep were recently
removed from Socorro which is resulting in recovery of native habitats
• Introduced pigs and sheep were removed from Clarion in 2002, but rabbits remain
NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support the eradication of cats from Socorro Island
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Conservation Outcomes 9:
• Reduce cat predation 100%
• Increase reproductive success 25%
• Increase population 50% (20 years)

9

A population model was derived in 2004 (see Martinez-Gomez and Jacobsen 2004); an updated model will be available in 2012.
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Xantus’s Murrelet (Scripps’s and Guadalupe Murrelet) 10
Listing Status:
• U.S. Endangered Species Act: Not listed
• IUCN Red List of Threatened Species: Vulnerable
• ABC/Audubon WatchList: Red
• Waterbird Conservation Plan for the Americas: High concern
Distribution and Current Population:
• Xantus’s Murrelet was recently split into two species – revised
population information is not available
• Breeding range extends from the Channel Islands, California to
the San Benito archipelago, Mexico
• Non-breeding range is largely confined to the California
Current
• Current population is estimated at 39,700 individual (Karnovsky et al. 2005), with approximately
17,000 breeding individuals
• The estimated U.S. breeding population is 1,000 – 2,500 pairs.
Threats:
• Non-native invasive predators (cats on Guadalupe Island; cactus mouse on San Benito Oeste)
• Native predators (Barn Owl on Santa Barbara Island)
10

Synthliboramphus hypoleucus formerly Xantus’s Murrelet was split into two species in July 2012. S. hypoleucus was renamed Guadalupe Murrelet (the range
extends from Guadalupe Island south to the San Benito archipelago, Mexico – however this species has also has been noted on Santa Barbara Island, CA, USA).
The new species is S. scrippsi (Scripp’s Murrelet; the range of extends from the Channel Islands, CA to the San Benito archipelago, Mexico and overlaps with
Guadalupe Murrelet). The species formerly recognized as Xantus’s Murrelet was split based on DNA evidence, lack of inter-breeding on islands where the two
species co-occurred and on morphological differences. Updated population data are not available at this time. The Pacific Seabird Program Business Plan
includes conservation actions that will benefit both newly identified species. Until further data are available and for convenience the conservation actions and
outcomes describes in the plan will be referenced to the former species (Xantus’s Murrelet). The business plan will be updated with new information as it
becomes available
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•
•

Bright lights used by near-shore squid fishing and other commercial and recreational vessels during the breeding season could increase
predation levels
Climate changes, for example through declines in primary productivity associated with warming and reduced upwelling or the effects of
ocean acidification on crustacean prey species

NFWF Conservation Actions:
• Support the eradication of cactus mice from San Benito Oeste
• Support cat control from Guadalupe Island
• Support the removal of Barn Owls from Santa Barbara Island
• Restore native habitat on Santa Barbara Island
Conservation Outcomes 11:
• Remove invasive animals from one island (900 acres); increase trapping and control efforts of invasive feral cats on a second island
• Capture Barn Owls on Santa Barbara Island (release in appropriate habitat on mainland) to reduce predation pressure on Ashy StormPetrel
• Support habitat restoration activities on Santa Barbara Island
• Increase reproductive success

11

A population model for Scripp’s and Guadalupe Murrelet is needed; partners are interested in model development but no timeline has been established for
initiating or completing the project.
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